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preface 
This thesis is the result of research performed by the author as a member of the 
Computer Graphics / Informatica group (1977-1981). Originally the research started in 
the area of computer graphics. In this area a large number of graphical languages and 
packages have been developed which generally contain the same type of input and output 
primitives. Traditionally, graphical languages and packages are geared more towards 
output (making a nice picture) than towards input (making an informative picture in 
interaction with the user). As a result there is a great discrepancy between the level of the 
graphical input and the graphical output primitives. In order to increase portability of 
graphical programs, a (first) standard for graphical primitives was proposed in 1977 (the 
CORE report [SIGG77]). Unfortunately, the proposed input primitives were still of 
rather low level. As a reaction a first, preliminary input tool model was proposed by Van 
den Bos [BOS78]. The input tool models described in this thesis are based upon this first 
version. 
As major and minor changes were introduced in the input tool model, it became clear 
that the model could be used in any interactive environment. Eventually it was possible to 
extend this model to a model for general inter-process communication, retaining the 
interactive tool model as a true subset. 
The purpose of the models is to provide a conceptual framework which supports the 
programming of interactive systems as well as communicating processes. Although the 
models give rise to new language facilities for interaction and communication, it is not the 
intention to introduce a new programming language. Consequently, existing language 
primitives have been used whenever possible. 
IV 
This thesis is divided into two major, related parts. The first part is devoted to 
interaction. 
— In chapter I characteristics of man—machine communication are discussed. The 
conclusion is drawn that a user—friendly interactive computer program is hard to 
program, not in the least because there is a lack of software primitives which support 
the programming of good interactive programs. The requirements that new software 
primitives must meet are presented. 
— Chapter II describes the syntax and semantics of the Input Tool Model (ITM). This 
model is closely related to compiler description languages but is especially designed 
with regard to communication between man and machine. 
— Chapter III describes an implementation of ITM. It may be skipped on first reading. 
— Chapter IV discusses ITM in relation to other existing models. 
The second part of this thesis is devoted to communicating parallel processes. 
— In chapter V characteristics of the communication between parallel processes are 
discussed. The conclusion is drawn that the communication between independent 
parallel processes has many similarities with the communication between a user and a 
computer program. 
— Chapter VI describes the syntax and semantics of the Input Tool Process model (ITP). 
This generalization of ITM supports the programming of communicating processes. 
For a good understanding of this model chapter II is a prerequisite. 
— Chapter VII describes an implementation of the ITP model. It presents an extension 
of the ITM implementation given in chapter III. This chapter may be skipped on first 
reading. 
— Chapter VIII discusses the ITP model in the context of comparable existing concepts. 
A more detailed overview is presented at the beginning of each chapter. Final remarks 
related to both models including suggestions for future research appear in chapter IX. 
ν 

I. Interaction 
In this chapter some problems with respect to man—machine communication are 
discussed. These problems arise because the conversational partner of the human being is 
a computer, that is an automaton controlled by a (software) program. Most existing 
software tools are not geared to the needs of interactive systems, making a user—friendly 
dialogue hard to program. New software primitives are needed, in particular with regard 
to input. This chapter summarizes the requirements to be met in order to support the 
development and writing of good interactive programs. 
1.1 Interactive computer programs 
Time—sharing computer systems have made it possible to use interactive programs on 
a large scale. Interactive computer programs are increasingly being used because they 
have major advantages over batch programs. 
Computer Program 
Figure 1. Ì : Batch program. 
In a batch environment the user essentially provides input only once: before 
execution. In fact, the user specifies sentences out of the input language which the 
program understands. Eventually such a computer program produces output, in the form 
of sentences in the output language. The user hopefully understands these sentences and 
can interpret them. During the execution phase, however, the user cannot adjust the 
input in response to the results the program produces (fig 1.1). In other words there is no 
way in which the user can communicate with the program during its execution. 
A computer program is called interactive when there is a dialogue between the user 
and the computer program (fig. 1.2). The user is now able to interpret (part of) the output 
the program produces and subsequently to determine what the next (part of the) input 
should be. 
Interactive programs make it possible to use the computer not only as a machine 
which performs computations on data, but also as a more or less intelligent assistant with 
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Computer Program 
User 
Figure 1.2 : Interactive program. 
which the user can communicate in order to solve problems, perform tasks, make 
decisions, designs etc. It is this property which has led to the increase in use of interactive 
programs. Although batch programs can be considered as interactive programs with a 
very long delay time for communication, the time differential leads to significantly 
different capabilities, programming techniques and modes of use. 
An interactive computer program needs a sufficient amount of interpretative skill to 
ensure a smooth flow of communication. Ideally this dialogue should take place in a way 
which is familiar to the user [FOL74]. The obvious choice is to base program input and 
program output on the colloquial language of the user. The way they communicate could 
be by writing (for example typed on a terminal or written with a pen on a piece of paper), 
but perhaps also by speaking or by making specific gestures. At the present time 
programmers do not have sufficiently powerful facilities to provide such sophisticated 
interactions as these. 
1.2 Communication problems 
Interactive programs are potentially more user—friendly than batch programs. In 
practice however, the programmed communication is often at a very low level and the 
user must adjust the level of the communication to the low level the program understands. 
This is due to the fact that the conversational partner of the user is not a human being but 
a machine controlled by software. The existing hardware and software are the tools which 
the programmer can use to give the program some conversational intelligence. Since this 
level of intelligence of interactive computer programs is not high, it is interesting to 
investigate what kind of problems there are in existing hardware and software. 
1.2.1 Hardware problems 
The partner of the user in the conversation is a machine, an apparatus. Conversation 
is achieved by means of interfaces which convert the output of the human being into an 
understandable input for the computer and vice versa. Typically input takes the form of a 
piece of text typed in by the user by means of a keyboard; output is also a piece of text 
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shown to the user on the paper or screen of the terminal. State—of—the—art (graphics) 
hardware includes high level input and output devices, such as 
— (colored) vector and raster scan displays — which are able to display pictures and 
characters of high quality; 
— buttons, dials, crosshairs, lightpens, joysticks, and digitizers — to indicate integer or 
real numbers, or to digitize or identify objects such as segments of pictures; 
— robot camera's — which can recognize a certain number of shapes; 
— sophisticated sensors - which can measure various physical quantities; 
— voice digitizers or emulators — which can digitize or imitate the human voice at a 
certain level. 
Although not everything one can imagine is presently available on a routine basis, 
certainly a lot is, or soon will be. The declining costs of hardware and the increasing power 
of LSI chips will make high level input and output devices available at a reasonable price. 
Still the designers of new hardware devices have to take human factors into account, 
therefore, anything they design must be well adapted or adaptable to the human being. 
Although hardware is in some ways a limiting factor, it is not the crux of the problem in 
interactive communication. 
1.2.2 Software problems 
The following aspects are of importance for an interactive program. 
— the available input and output primitives — These primitives should make the 
communication between the computer program and the user possible. The first 
computer applications typically performed few input and output actions, while a 
relatively large amount of time was spent doing computations. Consequently there is 
a large family of programming languages in which input and output primitives were 
apparently introduced as an afterthought. For instance, ALGOL60 [BACK63] does 
not even include input and output primitives as part of the formal language! Most of 
the general purpose programming languages have some form of read and write 
statements. Sometimes one can only read in data of special type and of indicated 
format (FORTRAN); sometimes more complex data can be read in free format 
(ALGOL68). Although not always with the same ease, one can either read or write 
information with these primitives. 
— the interpretative skill the computer program needs to parse and to analyze input — This 
aspect represents the most significant limitations. When the expected input is simple, 
the input can be analyzed using normal language constructs. For more complex input, 
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however, considerable programming effort is needed to specify the input expected 
and to analyze and parse the input received. Most interactive programs are written in 
the familiar general purpose programming languages, which have not yet addressed 
the importance of having special primitives to support this aspect. It is therefore 
interesting to find out what kind of language constructs have been designed in other 
areas which do support the specification, parsing and analysis of input. 
For years interactive programs have played an important role in the world of 
computer graphics. Making designs, decisions or simulations in dialogue with an 
interactive graphics program is very attractive. There is evidence to suggest that 
programs accepting complex input sequences are easier to write, understand and 
modify when the input specification and the actions to be performed are separated. 
The language in which both parts are specified need not be the same ([NEW70], 
[ARM71]). In the Multipatch system developed by Armit, input is specified in a 
special table which consists simply of a list of possible commands and a description of 
the actions to be executed when the user has entered such a command. The reaction 
to a specific input does not always have to be the same but will depend on the current 
state of the program. Some systems use descriptions of finite state diagrams as the 
basis for the definition of the expected input [NEW73]. However, if the input 
language becomes somewhat more complex the number of states grows rapidly, 
making programs hard to understand. 
The idea of separating the input specification and the actions to be performed if (part 
of) the input is recognized, primitively realized in some graphical languages, has also 
been applied in compiler description languages such as CDL2 [KOS71] and YACC 
[JOHN75]. Both approaches use grammatical rules for the specification of the input 
language. This technique has the advantage that changes in the syntax of the input 
language can be made simply by changing the grammatical rules. A parser is provided 
which analyzes the input according to these rules. Furthermore the programmer is 
able to specify the actions to be performed when part of the input has been 
recognized. The approach followed by these compiler description languages is in 
principle very attractive, but they are not designed for an interactive environment. 
— the relation between input and output — In comparison with the effort needed to 
interpret input, the production of output is much easier. The interpretative work has 
now to be done by the user, but the interpretative skill of the user is extremely high in 
comparison with the average interactive program. High level output primitives can 
simply be created with the help of subroutines by choosing a small set of primitive 
procedures (such as putchar, pen up, pen down, move pen) and a set of well chosen 
high level output procedures which use these basic output primitives (such as 
putstring, draw line, or on a higher level display histogram). 
It is more difficult to produce relevant output as a response to the input received. For 
a good dialogue the response of a program to a question, answer, command or error 
from the user should be accurate and informative. Echoing (the program tells the user 
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that it has understood the command) and prompting (the program shows the user 
what the possibilities are, or at least that the program is listening) should be done at 
the right moment and be controlled by the program. An experienced user would 
probably prefer a different kind of prompt and echo than a beginner. Therefore the 
prompts and echoes of the program should be easy to modify. Also the results the 
program produces should give the user informative feedback. 
the underlying hardware — With the help of high level programming languages it is in 
principle possible to write software which is independent of the underlying hardware. 
However, the available hardware devices are important for an interactive program, 
since they form the interface with the user. 
First of all there are usually multiple input devices attached to a (graphical) terminal 
(see section 1.2.1). With the input primitives available in most general purpose 
languages (FORTRAN [FORT76], ALGOL60 [BACK63], PASCAL [JENS76], 
ALGOL68 [WIJN76], SIMULA [DAHL66] etc.), one can mainly perform 
synchronized, single channel input at a time, normally via some form of read 
statement. It should be possible to make a selection of the class of input devices one 
wants to use, therefore simultaneous multi—channel input primitives ought to be 
provided. When available, this is often done at a very low level, for instance by 
extending existing programming languages with rather low level primitives that 
directly indicate the channels from which input is expected (SAIL [NEW73], GPGS 
[CAR77]). With the help of standard programming constructs the programmer has to 
include tests to determine which channel was triggered. 
Another problem arises out of the requirement for portability. Not every terminal 
necessarily possesses the same input possibilities. In view of portability there are 
proposals (of course more than one) for standardization of graphical primitives 
(CORE [SIGG77] [SIGG79], GKS [GKS79]). Those input facilities which are missing 
on a given terminal device have to be simulated in one way or another ([DEEC77], 
[CAR77], [WALL76], [TRAM75]). The simulation chosen by the implementor might 
be ill-suited to a particular user program. For example, at our installation there 
exists a locally designed device driver for the GPGS graphics package, in which 
missing input devices are simulated by a keyboard terminal. Normal use of the 
keyboard can only be performed by indicating to the driver, before each line of input, 
that the keyboard is used as a normal keyboard. This decision is inappropriate for an 
application in which most interaction is done using the keyboard. 
Furthermore it is apparent that in a few years hardware development may grow in 
unforeseen directions, making the proposed primitives hard to adjust. Hence it would 
be useful to have a formalism in which simulation of absent and new input devices can 
be specified and modified easily. 
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In summary, there is presently a serious lack of software primitives which support the 
development of interactive programs. In particular there is a need for primitives which 
support the specification, parsing and analysis of input. 
1.3 Software requirements 
The need for programming languages geared towards interaction between user and 
program is clear. New language constructs must provide solutions to the problems 
indicated in the previous sections. 
— The programmer should be able to specify the input language understood by the 
interactive program in a straightforward manner. This could be realized by making a 
distinction between the input language specification and the semantical actions to be 
performed. 
— The relationship between input and the actions to be performed, when the input (or 
part of the input) is recognized should be obvious (producing output, feedback, 
echoing and prompting are part of such actions), even if the input is incorrect. 
— The input language should be easy to modify. 
— It should be possible to define high level abstract input devices built on top of 
concrete input devices, in such a way that the simulation of absent physical input 
devices can be realized as easily as possible. The user should have the opportunity to 
write device independent as well as device dependent programs. 
— Selection of the class of input devices from which input is expected should be specified 
by means of high level language facilities. 
— The compiler should be able to assist the programmer in writing a meaningful input 
specification by performing or generating syntax checks. 
Ideally, software primitives would be desirable that guarantee that every interactive 
program written is indeed user-friendly. This goal can of course not be realized. Feelings 
of boredom, panic, frustration, confusion or discomfort which may arise in the user due to 
badly designed programs [FOL74], are almost impossible to translate into requirements 
for software primitives for interactive programs. Still these feelings have to be considered 
by the programmer. Primitives which meet the requirements listed above do assist the 
programmer in designing good interactive programs. The Input Tool Model (ITM) 
presented in the next chapter has been developed for this purpose. 
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II. The Input Tool Model 
In this chapter the syntax and semantics of the Input Tool Model (ITM) are given. 
The semantics is treated with the help of examples. The syntax is described in the Van 
Wijngaarden variant of BNF (see ALGOL60 [BACK63] and ALGOL68 [WIJN76] 
revised report). 
In the Input Tool Model [BOS81] the programmer defines abstract objects which are 
called input tools. The user can trigger these tools in a manner similar to physical input 
devices by performing a certain sequence of input activities, such as turning a number of 
dials. As soon as a tool is triggered, actions described in the tool body are executed, such 
as the production of output. The actions are described in some host language. Input 
information, such as the new position of the dials, is passed to a tool when it is triggered 
and can be used in the tool body. The input activities that must be performed to trigger a 
tool are specified in the "input rule" of the tool. When a tool has performed the action, it 
in turn generates input information for other tools, defined on higher levels of 
abstraction. Such a high level tool is triggered if a sequence of input is generated which 
corresponds with the specification in its input rule. The input rule is an expression related 
to path expressions as introduced by Campbell and Habermann [CAMP74]. The input 
sequences which can cause the triggering of a tool are defined in the input rule with the 
help of powerful operators with which sequencing, selection and repetition can be 
specified. Thus the input for high level tools is produced by tools of a lower level, while 
the input for tools on the lowest level of abstraction (basic tools) is produced by the user 
with the help of the available physical input devices. A tool program is one abstract tool 
hierarchically composed of lower level tools. 
Upon execution of a tool program, the abstract tool on the highest level, the main 
tool, becomes active. This means that an instance of this tool is created and some 
initialization is performed. Subsequently its input rule is parsed to determine which of the 
other designated tools should be activated too. Due to the hierarchical structure of tools, 
this activation process finally results in the activation of basic tools. The user can now only 
trigger those physical input devices which correspond to the basic tools which are active. 
One such triggering can cause the matching of higher level input rules, and therefore the 
triggering of several high level tools. Depending on the basic tool triggered and the rules 
matched, a new generation of tools is activated. This process now repeats itself until 
finally the main tool is triggered. 
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2.1 Input tool declaration 
An input tool is a named object which is able to represent any abstract or concrete 
physical input device. Abstract tools are input tools which are defined in terms of other 
abstract tools and finally in terms of basic tools. A basic tool is an input tool defined on the 
lowest level of abstraction which can be considered, for the moment, to represent a 
concrete physical input device. Basic tools are therefore often device dependent and 
predefined in a prelude or in a library. A tool program is one big abstract tool, called the 
main tool, built out of tools on a lower level of abstraction. It is the outermost tool 
(lexically at level zero) declared at the top of the tool program. 
In general an abstract tool declaration has the following form: 
tool toolname[instance parameters] (return parameters) = 
input input expression end # input rule # 
< local declarations > 
init < actions > end # init section # 
< actions > # tool body # 
end 
In an abstract tool declaration the following parts play an important role: 
— the toolname — This is needed to identify the tool, e.g. to designate the tool in the 
input rules of other tools. 
— the instance parameters — These optional parameters (in square brackets) are 
read—only. If specified, they allow more than one instance of the tool with the 
specified tool name. Hence there may exist a whole family of such tools. All instances 
differ, since the actual values of the instance parameters differ for all members of the 
family, which is used to designate the individual members. For example for a device 
which has a number of function buttons, one only needs a general declaration for tool 
button[i]. There may be a tool instance for each button, which can be designated via 
button[lJ, button[2] etc. 
— the return parameters — .Just as physical devices return values (e.g. a key of the 
keyboard returns a character, a digitizer returns a coordinate pair), a tool may 
optionally return values to other tools by means of the return parameters (in 
parentheses). The values returned form input information for these tools. 
— the input rule — This is the most important part of an abstract input tool. It contains 
the input expression which defines how the tool is built out of other tools (recursion is 
not allowed). These tools are designated via their toolname and, if necessary, an 
identification of the instance. The available input operators indicate the sequencing, 
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selection and repetition of the tools designated and specify how the input rule of the 
tool can be matched. It is very important to know whether the input rule is matched or 
not because a tool is triggered as soon as its input rule is matched. The manner in 
which a basic tool is triggered depends on the physical input device which corresponds 
to the basic tool. An abstract tool can only be triggered if a sequence of lower level 
input tools have been triggered which is completely in agreement with the description 
in its input rule. 
- the local declarations — Each tool can have local declarations. These can be normal 
declarations of constants, variables, procedures etc., as well as declarations of input 
tools. Tools are block structured with scope rules that conform to normal conventions 
(see the revised report on ALGOL60 [BACK63]). This implies that within nested 
tools there can be references to objects on the same lexical level or on higher lexical 
levels. The input rule of a tool is considered to be on the same lexical level as its local 
declarations. 
- the init section - Optionally an initialization section can be specified containing 
executable statements, for instance to initialize local variables or to prompt the user. 
When a tool becomes active, an instance of the tool is created (which can be 
compared with the instantiation of a class in SIMULA [DAHL72]), the statements in 
its init section (if present) are executed after which its input rule becomes a candidate 
for matching against incoming inputs. Hence only active input tools can be triggered. 
- the tool body - The tool body contains executable statements that are performed if, 
and only if, the tool is triggered. Output statements may be specified, for instance 
used to echo to the user that the tool has been triggered. When a tool is triggered, it 
will complete, which means that its tool body is executed, after which the return 
parameters are made available as input information for every other active tool which 
is waiting for its completion. A sequence of completions of tools may cause the 
triggering and consequently the completion of other active tools. After the tool 
completes, the tool instance is released: the tool is inactivated and ceases to exist. 
2.1.1 A first example 
A small tutorial example of a tool declaration is given in figure 2.1. The purpose of 
this abstract input tool is to convert a lower case letter, typed from the keyboard of the 
terminal, into an upper case letter. Any other character typed will not be changed. 
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tool capitalize (char converted c) = 
input key(c) end; # input rule # 
char c; # locai declaration # 
# ¡nit section # 
Hilf promptC'Enter any character. ") 
end; 
# tool body # 
i f is lower case letter(c) 
then converted с := convert to upper case(c) 
else converted с := с 
f¡; 
echoiconverted с) 
end 
Figure 2. Ì : Tool capitalize. 
The tool declared here has the name capitalize and has no instance parameters. The 
only value returned is a character, which is returned to input tools on a higher level of 
abstraction by means of the return parameter. This return parameter has the name 
converted с locally within capitalize. The input rule contains a very simple input 
expression: only one tool is designated, tool key. When tool key completes, it returns a 
character value. This character has the name с locally within capitalize. 
The form of the statements in the init section and tool body do not play a key role in 
the input tool model. In this thesis an ALGOL68 like notation is chosen. Any other 
language could be selected instead. Routines like prompt, echo and print are used as 
output primitives. It is assumed that each such routine writes the indicated string on the 
user's terminal without buffering. 
The boolean procedure is lower case letter and the character procedure convert to 
upper case used by tool capitalize are assumed to be defined elsewhere. 
For the moment it is assumed that tool capitalize is the only tool that has become 
active, i.e. the input rule of tool capitalize is the only candidate for matching against 
incoming inputs. Section 2.3 explains how this is determined. When capitalize becomes 
active, an instance of this tool is created and subsequently the init section of capitalize is 
executed. As a result the user behind the terminal is invited to enter any character from 
the keyboard. Following the execution of the init section, the input rule is examined. 
Examination of the input rule tells us that capitalize is built out of exactly one other tool, 
tool key. This means that tool capitalize is triggered when tool key has been triggered and 
has completed. Therefore tool key is activated too. An instance of key is made. Since key 
is a tool, the same rules apply as for capitalize. However tool key is a basic tool specified in 
a prelude or library. This basic tool key will be triggered and therefore completes if, and 
only if, its physical equivalent has been triggered. It is assumed that this is the case when 
the user behind the terminal presses a key on the keyboard. 
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After these activations, action is suspended until the user has pressed a key. The value 
of the typed character is passed by key to capitalize and stored in c. The completion of key 
causes the input rule of capitalize to be matched. As a result capitalize is triggered and its 
tool body is executed. In the tool body the return parameter converted с will be assigned 
the correct value. This value is echoed to the user, on the assumption that key does not 
echo the key pressed. Tool capitalize returns the converted character to the other tools on 
a higher level of abstraction which are waiting for the completion of capitalize. 
One can imagine that a variation of tool capitalize is a convenient tool in a dialogue 
with the user when a distinction between lower and upper case letters is undesirable. It is 
therefore useful to include it in a library of often used tools. 
Note that the input rule specification of a tool precedes the init section. One may 
argue that the order in which things happen differs from the order of the declarations in 
the tool. Although logically the input rule should follow the init section, the input rule is 
placed at the top of a tool declaration and not hidden inside because of its prime 
importance as a specification. 
Notice that basic tools are the tools on the lowest level which form the building blocks 
of all other tools. Because of the special nature of basic tools, they are normally not 
defined by the programmer, but by the local system programmer. Like all other 
predefined tools this is of no concern to the average programmer. The only thing that is 
important is the name of the tool, and the number and type of instance and return 
parameters it requires. 
2.2 The input rule 
When a tool becomes active, its input rule becomes a candidate for matching against 
incoming inputs generated by the completion of tools on a lower level of abstraction. The 
input rule of a tool contains an input expression, which is a tool expression (see the syntax 
rules in section 2.8). A sequence of completed input tools is called an input sequence. A 
tool expression specifies a set of desired input sequences composed of input tools 
designated in that tool expression. One such a desired input sequence is called a pattern. 
When a tool expression becomes a candidate for matching, the input sequences generated 
are compared with the patterns specified by that tool expression. A match of a tool 
expression is an input sequence in agreement with one or more of the patterns specified by 
that tool expression. A partial match of a tool expression is an input sequence that is in 
agreement with the first part of one or more of the patterns specified by that tool 
expression. A tool expression fails if none of the input sequences generated is in 
agreement with any of the patterns specified by that tool expression. In general no 
attempt is made to match a tool expression once it has failed (see section 2.3). An input 
rule is matched (partially) if its input expression is matched (partially). An input rule fails 
if its input expression fails. 
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In the previous example tool capitalize (figure 2.1) has one very simple pattern 
specified in its input rule, which consists only of tool key. In this particular case the input 
rule cannot be matched partially. 
More complex patterns can be defined with the help of the operators which are listed 
in figure 2.2 in order of decreasing priority. Operators on the same line have the same 
priority. Precedence can be overruled by parentheses. 
operator type type operand(s) 
* $ monadic tool expression 
dyadic tool expression, test 
dyadic test, tool expression 
; dyadic tool expression, tool expression 
& dyadic tool expression, tool expression 
+ dyadic tool expression, tool expression 
Figure 2.2 : The input operators. 
The operands are tool expressions or tests. A tool expression may be a simple tool 
designator, but it may also be a complex tool expression. Prefix and postfix tests may be 
defined yielding a boolean value (comparable with guards [DIJK75]). A test is always 
coupled to a tool expression. The evaluation of a test may not cause any side effects. 
A prefix test indicates whether or not the corresponding tool expression is 
semantically empty. If a prefix test is false, the corresponding tool expression is called an 
empty tool expression. During execution it is determined whether or not a tool expression 
is empty. Logically one may consider an empty tool expression as "not present". 
A postfix test determines after a match of the corresponding tool expression whether 
or not the whole expression (the matched tool expression combined with the postfix test) 
is considered to be matched. The expression fails if the postfix test yields false. 
A + В = A or В. 
A & В = A and В. 
A ; В = A followed by B. 
IT¡:A = if Τ then A else empty. 
A-.jTl = A; if Τ then matched else failed. 
A$ = while A not empty do A. 
A* = zero or more A's. 
Figure 2.3 : Meaning of the input operators. 
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Assume that A and E are tool expressions, and test Γ, placed between vertical bars, is 
any expression which returns a boolean value. The meaning of the available input 
operators is given in figure 2.3. Some of the notation was adopted from path expressions 
([CAMP74],[HAB75]). 
If, as a consequence of run—time action, no tools are designated in an input rule, the 
input rule is the equivalent of an empty input rule. This may be the case if the input 
expression after the activation of the tool turns out to be empty as a result of false prefix 
tests, such as shown in some of the examples in the following section. Since a tool always 
has to be triggered by some input action, i.e. by the completion of a sequence of (basic) 
tools, it is not possible to match such an empty input rule. 
2.2.1 Examples of input expressions 
In this section some examples of input rules are given with their meaning with regard 
to completion and matching. In each of the examples below, the input rule given is 
assumed to be the input rule of tool X. Notice that this tool X will complete as soon as its 
input rule is matched. Be aware of the priority of the operators. Operators with the same 
priority are evaluated (parsed) from left to right. A, В and С are input tools; Γ, Ύ1 and 72 
are boolean expressions. 
input A end 
Wait for A to complete. When A completes the input rule is matched. 
input A + В end 
Wait for A and B; as soon as either A or В completes the input rule is matched. 
input A & В end 
Wait for A and B; there is a match when both A and В have completed. The order in 
which the tools complete is irrelevant. Hence A & В has the same meaning as В & A 
(commutativity of the &.—operator). If one of the tools has completed, but the other has 
not, this input rule is partially matched. The operands of the &—operator may be matched 
collaterally, i.e. interleaved or in parallel. 
input A & В & С end 
Wait for A, В and C; there is a match when A and В and С have completed. The 
&—operator is also associative, consequently the order in which A, В and С are specified 
is irrelevant. Any sequence of completions of the indicated tools is allowed. With this kind 
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of construction the user can decide in which order to perform the actions. Because this 
order is not known, it can be dangerous for the program to allow one of the tools to have 
an effect on another one, although non—deterministic use is possible. 
input A ; В end 
Wait for A followed by a wait for B. First tool A must complete at which time the 
input rule is partially matched; then tool В must complete for a match of the entire 
expression. 
input A* ; В end 
Zero or more A's followed by а В match this input rule. This implies waiting for A 
and B. This is necessary because it is unknown how many times a tool A will complete 
before tool В completes. After a completion of A the input rule is partially matched and 
again there will be a wait for A and B. The completion of В is the indication that the A 
sequence has ended. As a consequence of the completion of B, the input expression is 
matched. 
input /T/.-A ; В end 
If Τ then wait for A followed by a wait for B, otherwise wait only for B. Test Τ is used 
here as a prefix test function and is coupled to tool A. A prefix test function must be 
placed between vertical bars. The test Twill be evaluated first. If it returns true, wait for 
tool A. When A completes there is a partial match, after which there will be a wait for B. 
In fact, if Τ yields true the input rule is equivalent to A ; B. However if the test failed there 
is no wait for A: the tool expression ¡T/.-A is empty and will be skipped. In this case the 
input rule is equivalent to B. 
input /T/.-A end 
If the test Τ yields true, wait for tool A; then when A completes the input rule is 
matched. However, if the test Τ yields false the input rule has become equivalent to an 
empty input rule and consequently cannot be matched. The consequences that this might 
have are discussed in section 2.3. 
input A./T/ end 
Wait for A to complete. There is a match if, and only if, after completion of A, the 
evaluation of test Τ yields true. Test Tis used as a postfix test function. The postfix test 
must be placed between vertical bars. The possible consequences of false postfix tests are 
discussed in section 2.3. 
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input A$ end 
While A not empty do a wait for A. Since the operand of the $—operator cannot 
become empty (A is a tool), an infinite pattern is specified. When A completes there will 
be a wait for the next A. An expression like this has the property that each time A 
completes there still will be only a partial match. A full match is impossible because the 
specified pattern is infinite. This construction can only be used in never ending tool 
programs. Often the repetition operator ($) is used in combination with a prefix test, 
which makes it possible to define finite patterns. 
input (lTl:A)$ end 
While /T/.-A not empty try to match /Г/.Л hence do a wait for A. The tool expression 
(Tl:A is not empty if Τ is true, consequently if test Τ yields true wait for A. When A 
completes there is a partial match. Because of the repetition operator, Τ is evaluated 
again. The completion of A will probably influence the value of T. If Τ is false (after at 
least one successful completion of A) this sequence ends, and there is a match. In this way 
any (in)finite input sequence of completions of tool A can be specified. Notice that in this 
particular case if Γ fails the first time, the input rule is equivalent to an empty input rule. 
input A ; ITII:(B:IT2I) end 
First wait for A. After A completes, evaluate test 77. If Tl is false the expression 
between parentheses is skipped and the input rule is matched. Wait for В if the evaluation 
of Tl yields true; when В completes, there is a match if, and only if, 72 yields true. Notice 
that the parentheses may be omitted in this case due to the priorities of the prefix and 
postfix tests. 
input (¡TlliA + IT2¡:B) ; С end 
Depending on the values yielded by the prefix tests this input expression is equivalent 
to either (A + B);C (both tests yield true), A ; С (only Tl yields true), В ; С (only 72 
yields true) or С (both Tl and 72 yield false). 
2.3 Activation, matching and completion of tools 
Activation, matching and completion are important concepts of the input tool model. 
In this section a description is given of the process of activation, matching and completion 
during the lifetime of a tool program. The execution of a tool program can be 
characterized by a loop, which consists of the following stages: 
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1. The tool program waits for a certain number of tools all of which are new candidates 
for a match of their input rule. All of these tools are activated, which means that for 
each of these tools 
a) an instance is made, 
b) its init section is executed, 
c) its input rule becomes a candidate for a match, which in turn can lead to more 
candidates if the tool is composed of lower level input tools, 
d) the lower level tools which are also candidates for a match are activated in the 
same way; this process continues down to the basic tools. 
2. After all the candidate tools have been activated, the program waits until one of the 
active basic tools has been triggered, for instance via an input event from the user. 
3. All active tools are checked to see if there is a match, a partial match or no match at 
all. The tool bodies of the triggered tools are executed and those tools complete and 
are released. Only instances of tools whose input rules still are candidates for a match 
remain active; all other tool instances are released. 
4. A new initial generation of candidates is determined and the loop repeats itself. 
Before this loop is described in more detail, a few more concepts have to be defined. 
The subtools of a tool, are either direct subtools, which are the abstract or basic tools 
directly designated in the input rule of that tool, or they are indirect subtools, which are 
the subtools of the direct subtools of that tool. Because of the hierarchical structure of the 
input tools, the lowest level subtools are of course the basic tools. An abstract tool is an 
ancestor of a (basic) tool if the (basic) tool is a subtool of the abstract tool. 
When a tool program starts, the main tool is activated. Thus the init statement of the 
main tool is executed and its input rule becomes a candidate for matching against 
incoming inputs. Now the previously described loop is examined in more detail. 
1. An active tool can only be triggered when an input sequence occurs which matches 
one of the patterns specified in its input rule. Such an input sequence can only be 
formed by completion of its direct subtools. 
— Initially, when a tool is activated, all patterns can still be matched. Therefore of 
each pattern the first direct subtool to complete is determined. 
— If, at a certain moment, one or more of the activated direct subtools have 
completed, only those patterns which are matched partially remain of interest, 
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since only they can cause a future match of the input rule, while the other patterns 
fail. Therefore of each of such a partially matched pattern the next direct subtool 
to complete is determined. 
In this way an initial set of direct subtools to complete is determined. All tools from 
this set, which are not yet active, are activated and form the new candidates for a 
match of their input rule. The previously described activation actions are performed. 
— In the previous section it was specified how the pattern to be matched is determined 
by the operators and operands in the input expression. To understand the effect the 
operators have with respect to activation, look again at the examples given. A wait for 
a particular tool implies the activation of that tool. 
— It is possible that a tool becomes a candidate for a match when instances of that tool 
already exist. In such a case a new instance of the tool will only be created if this tool 
has instance parameters and at least one of the actual instance parameter values 
differs from those of the already existing instances. The value of an instance 
parameter should be regarded as an instance identification. For example, if two active 
input expressions designate button[2] only one instance of buttonfi] (for i = 2) is 
created. On the other hand if another active input expression designates button[3] a 
new instance of buttonfi] (for /' = 3) will be made. 
Due to the hierarchical nature of tools, a tool can only complete when an active basic 
tool, which is one of its subtools, has completed. This is only possible when a physical 
input device has been triggered which corresponds with an active basic tool. The 
program waits for such a triggering after it has performed all the necessary 
activations. If an input device is triggered while the corresponding basic tool is not 
active the input is not accepted and ignored. Otherwise the corresponding active basic 
tool is triggered. 
When an active basic tool is triggered and has completed, one or more abstract tools, 
which are active ancestors of the triggered basic tool can have a match or partial 
match of their input rule. Those which have a match will complete. Those which have 
a partial match are of particular interest, since they may be matched in the future. 
When one or more partial matches have been made, only the active ancestors of the 
triggered basic tool which have been matched partially and their active ancestors 
remain of interest; all the other tool instances are no longer needed and are released. 
These are, besides the tools which completed, all the active tools designated in tool 
expressions which cannot be matched anymore: the instances of active tools which did 
not have the triggered basic tool as an active subtool, and those tools for which a 
completion is made impossible, by means of false postfix tests in the input rule of the 
tool itself or in a subtool. Since these tools are released, these failing tool expressions 
cannot be matched anymore. 
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4. When all possible matches and partial matches have been made a new initial set of 
tools to activate is determined. The whole process of activation, waiting for the user, 
matching and completion is then repeated. 
— It is possible that no partial match could be made this time due to false postfix tests 
(failing tool expressions, see section 2.2). This is called a failure. In general the 
previously determined initial set is activated again, in order to achieve a partial match 
the next time. Consequently all previously activated tools are released (if the 
instances still exists) and are activated again (reactivated). However, it is possible that 
such false postfix tests correspond with tool expressions in which tools are designated 
which were not previously activated (in step 1.) In such a case these failing tool 
expressions are again matched against incoming inputs. Hence a failure will always 
cause reactivations of input tools (see also section 2.4). 
— It is possible that more than one partial match has been made. This is called 
ambiguity. This particular situation is discussed in section 2.4. 
— It is also possible that due to false prefix tests all new candidates for a match have 
input rules equivalent to the empty input rule. Consequently no match can be made. 
This particular situation is considered to be a program error. 
A tool program ends when the main tool completes. 
2.3.1 Examples 
The activation, matching and completion of tools is illustrated in this section with the 
help of a few examples. For each of these examples it is assumed that the tool is part of a 
larger tool program and that, at a certain moment, it becomes the only new candidate for 
matching, due to the input rules of higher level tools. 
2.3.1.1 Keyboard 
One of the frequently used tools is a keyboard. Such a tool collects a line of characters 
ending with a carriage return, entered from the keyboard. The input tool keyboard 
presented in figure 2.4 is constructed from basic tool key. 
When tool keyboard is activated, first the init section is executed which sets the 
boolean proceed, initializes the return parameter buf and prompts the user to enter a 
character string. The input rule specifies that characters will be accepted as long as 
proceed remains true. Since proceed was set in the init section, character is activated. 
Activation of tool character, which has no init section, causes the activation of tool key. 
Now all necessary activations are done; there are instances of keyboard, character and 
key. 
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tool keyboard (string buf) = input (¡proceed! character)$ end, 
bool proceed, 
tool character = input key(c) end, 
char c, 
if с = Carriage Return 
then proceed = false 
else buf +.= с # append с to bufé 
fi, 
echo(c) 
end, 
init proceed •= true, 
buf = ""; # empty string # 
prompt("% ") 
end 
end 
Figure 2 4 Tool keyboard using a prefix test 
The program waits for the next input action of the user. Since key is the only basic tool 
active, the keys of the keyboard are the only physical input devices to which the tool 
program will respond. 
Any character typed by the user on the terminal triggers the corresponding basic tool 
key. The value of the character typed is passed to character and stored in c. Tool character 
is triggered and its tool body is executed. If the user has typed any character except a 
carriage return, this character is appended to the return parameter buf. If the user has 
typed a carriage return, proceed is set false. Tool character completes after the execution 
of its tool body. Tools will be released as soon as they complete, hence tool key and 
character are released after completion. 
Due to the repetition operator in the input rule of keyboard, the prefix test is 
evaluated again. There are now two alternatives. 
— li proceed is still valid, because the user did not type a carriage return, the input rule 
of keyboard is partially matched; tool character is activated again and the previous 
actions are repeated. 
— If proceed is set to false, because the user has finished the input line by typing a 
carriage return, the tool expression coupled to the i-operator becomes empty, which 
terminates the repetition. At this time the input rule of tool keyboard is matched. 
Tool keyboard can complete and is released. The string typed by the user is passed 
through the return parameter to the higher level abstract tools which activated tool 
keyboard and are waiting for its completion. 
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Another solution to keyboard can be programmed using the Kleene star operator and 
postfix tests (figure 2.5). The two tools are identical in result, although they differ in form. 
tool keyboard (string buf) = input character* ; return end; 
tool character = input key(cI):¡ci^Carriage ReturnI end; 
char ci; 
buf +.= cl; # append cl # 
echoic Ì) 
end; 
tool return = input key(c2):lc2=Carriage Returnj end; 
char c2; 
echo(c2) 
end; 
init buf := ""; # empty string # 
prompt("% ") 
end 
end 
Figure 2.5 : Tool keyboard using the Kleene star operator. 
The input rule of keyboard in figure 2.5 specifies that it is matched if zero or more 
characters followed by a return occur. Since there can be zero characters, not only tool 
character is activated, but also tool return. Tool character as well as tool return are waiting 
for key, so this tool will be activated too. Notice that since character and return are waiting 
for the same key, only one instance of key is made. Now all activations are done. There 
exist instances of keyboard, character, return and key at this time. The next input action of 
the user is examined. 
When the user depresses a key of the keyboard, key completes and is released. The 
value is passed by key to character and return, and is stored in cl and c2 respectively. The 
input rules of tool character and tool return show that these tools both wait for tool key to 
complete. However a postfix test is specified in both input rules. Tool return accepts key if 
a carriage return is entered while tool character accepts any other key. Only one of these 
two postfix tests can yield true. The input rule of the tool with the successful (true) postfix 
test is matched and that tool completes; the other input rule fails. Both tools are released. 
— If character completes, having appended the received character to the return 
parameter buf, there is a partial match in the input rule of keyboard. As a result, due 
to the Kleene star, keyboard again waits for zero or more characters followed by a 
return. The previous actions are repeated: character and return are activated again. 
— If return completes, the input rule of keyboard is matched, keyboard completes and is 
released. The string typed by the user is passed through the return parameter to the 
active ancestor(s) of tool keyboard. 
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Notice the principal difference between the two solutions for tool keyboard: in the 
first solution there was only one active ancestor of key, while in the second solution there 
were two active ancestors of key, but exactly one of them is matched due to the postfix 
tests. 
It can be shown that any input rule which contains Kleene stars, can be converted to 
an equivalent input rule without Kleene stars, by means of prefix tests in co-operation 
with repetition operators ($). The Kleene star operator is a superfluous operator, yet it is 
very convenient since it more clearly specifies the desired pattern using a regular 
expression. 
2.3.1.2 Cbessfield 
In figure 2.6 an example is given of a tool that one could use for an interactive 
program which plays chess. In the dialogue between the user and the program, a 
chessfield plays an important role. Tool chessfield returns two characters after 
completion, the column and row values of the chessfield, as successively entered by the 
user. The tool has the nice property that upon completion it will always return legal field 
coordinates to its active ancestors. 
tool chessfield (char column val, row vol) = input column ; row end; 
tool column = input keyichjc^'a' and cS'h'j end; 
char c; 
column vol := c; 
echofcolumn val) 
end; 
tool row = input key(c):¡c^'l' and c^'B'l end; 
char c; 
row val . = с; 
echo(row val) 
end; 
init prompt("Enter chessfield coordinates: ") 
end 
end 
Figure 2.6 : Tool chessfield. 
When tool chessfield is activated, its init section is executed and the user is prompted 
to type the coordinates. The input rule is then evaluated. The only way that this input rule 
can be matched is by completion of tool column followed by the completion of tool row. 
Therefore, the first tool to wait for is tool column. Only tool column will be activated and, 
as a consequence tool key. 
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When the user has depressed a key from the keyboard, the value of the typed 
character is passed by key to column and is stored in c. Tool key completes and is released. 
The postfix test as specified in the input rule of tool column is performed. This test will be 
successful if the value returned by key is a lower case letter between a and A. In that case 
tool column is triggered and its tool body is executed. The returned value is stored in 
column val and echoed to the user. Tool column completes and is released and the next 
tool to wait for is tool row. Consequently tool row is activated. The effect of this 
activation is analogous to that of tool column. Tool row will only accept digits between 1 
and 8, and if the postfix test succeeds the value is stored in row val and echoed to the user. 
With the completion of row the input rule of chessfield is matched, and since this tool has 
an empty tool body, chessfield completes and is released. 
Things get more complicated when the user has made an error. Let's assume that 
after activation of column the user has typed in a digit, instead of one of the required 
letters. Tool column will not be completed because the postfix test fails. Tool row can not 
accept it either because it is not yet active. There is no active tool for which the input rule 
is partially matched, hence there is a failure. The situation is in fact the same as in the 
beginning. In order to let chessfield complete, column must complete first. There is no 
other possibility. 
The user also would like to know that something went wrong. In this example an 
indication is the fact that a wrong character typed is not echoed because the body of 
column is not executed. Furthermore, since no partial match could be made, all 
previously activated tools are reactivated. Consequently chessfield is reactivated and 
therefore column and key. This has as a result, among other things, that the 
corresponding init sections are executed. Hence again the user is prompted to enter the 
chessfield coordinates. This goes on until the user has finally typed a character between a 
and A. 
After the completion of column, the program continues by waiting for row as 
indicated above. Again if the user makes a mistake the previously activated tools are 
reactivated. Hence row is activated and therefore also key. Now only the fact that the 
character is not echoed indicates to the user that a typing error was made. If finally the 
user has typed one of the requested digits chessfield completes normally. 
In order to get a more tolerant tool chessfield, tool key can be replaced by a more 
useful variation of tool capitalize (see figure 2.1), which neither prompts or echoes. The 
postfix test of column must now test if the value of с passed by capitalize has a value 
between A and H. This has the advantage for the user that a chessfield can be specified 
with either lower or upper case letters. 
Another useful possibility in this particular example would be to replace the 
/-operator by the &-operator, allowing the user to type the field coordinates in any 
order. These changes are shown in tool chessfield given in figure 2.7. The similarity 
between tool column and tool row are used in this example to refine these tools one step 
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further. Tool row and tool column pass the lower and upper bounds of the chessfield 
ordinales to tool ordinate via the instance parameters of the latter. 
tool chessfield (char column vol, row vol) = 
input columnfcolumn vol) & rowfrow val) 
end; 
tool column(char c) = input ordinate['A', 'H'](c) end 
end; 
tool rowfchar c) = input ordinate['Ì', '8'](c) end 
end; 
tool ordinate[char Iwb, upb] (char c) = 
input capitalize(c):jc^lwb and c^upb/ 
end; 
echo(c) 
end; 
init prompt("Enter chessfield coordinates: ") 
end 
end 
Figure 2.7 : A more tolerant tool chessfield. 
The activation of chessfield (fig. 2.7) will cause the activation of tool column as well as 
of tool row. Consequently, two instances of tool ordinate will exist at the same time, since 
the values of the actual instance parameters of ordinate differ. 
2.3.1.3 Integer numbers from a keyboard 
The tool definition given in figure 2.8 can be used for a tool program which uses an 
integer value entered by the user. The tool number reads digits from the keyboard and 
converts the received character string to an integer value. 
When activated, tool number invites the user to enter any integer number. This 
number can consist of either zero or more digits followed by a return, or of a sign, 
followed by at least one digit, followed by a return (remember that ; has a higher priority 
than -/-). Therefore, digit, sign and return are activated. Tool return is activated due to the 
fact that a single return will also be accepted. Tool digit accepts only digits, return accepts 
only a carriage return. Tool sign accepts either a plussign or a minussign, corresponding to 
two tools with the same names locally declared within sign. Initially, all tools in this 
example are activated, followed by a wait for an action performed by the user. 
Because all the lower level tools of number have a postfix test in their input rule which 
mutually exclude each other, only one of the tools digit, plussign, minussign or return will 
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tool number (int result) = 
input (digit* + sign;digit;digit») ; return 
end; 
string buf; boot positive; 
tool digit = input keyicklcSt'O' and c^'9'l end; 
char c; 
buf + . = c; 
echo(c) 
end; 
tool sign = input plussign + minussign end; 
char c; 
tool plussign = input key(c):lc='+'l end 
end; 
tool minussign = input key(c):lc='—'l end; 
positive := false 
end; 
echoic) 
end; 
tool return = input key(c):lc=Carriage Retumj end; 
char c; 
echo(c) 
end; 
init promptC'Enter any integer number: "); 
buf := ""; # empty string # 
positive := true 
end; 
result := convert digits to integeripositive, buf) 
end 
Figure 2.8 : Tool number. 
have a complete match; the other input rules fail. In other words at most one active 
ancestor of key can have a partial match. 
Several alternatives are possible depending on the key triggered on the keyboard: 
— It is possible that there is a failure, for instance if the user types a letter. This letter 
will not be echoed to the user. All previously activated tools are then reactivated. 
— If digit completes, digit*¡return still has to be matched and digit and return are 
activated. 
— If plussign or minussign completes, the input rule of tool sign is matched. Tool sign 
completes and digit;digit*;return has to be matched. Tool digit is activated, and when 
it completes digit*;return has to be matched. 
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— When return has completed, the input rule of number is matched. 
All the digits typed are appended to the string buf. If the number is negative the 
boolean variable positive is set false. The procedure convert digits to integer can be very 
simple, because the string buf can only contain zero or more digits, and nothing else. 
2.4 Input rules reviewed 
Notice in the tool examples of section 2.3 that, after the input action of the user is 
accepted and all possible matches are made, there is never more than one partial match. 
In some of the examples it is possible that no partial match can be made at all (failure). In 
such a case tools have to be reactivated. But in each of the examples, at any given input 
stage, of all the available alternatives only one succeeds in the end. Principally this is the 
case because one postfix test was successful whereas all others failed. 
The number of partial matches is important for the determination of the tools which 
must be activated for the next attempt to satisfy the requirements of the input rule (see 
2.3). In this regard there are some input rule constructs which are of particular interest. 
It is possible that the triggering of an active basic tool causes more than one pattern 
(defined by its active ancestors) to be partially matched; the tool program is (locally) 
ambiguous. A simple example of an ambiguous situation is two active tools Al and A2, 
with input rules В ; χ and В ; у, respectively, while tool В has just completed. Several 
forms of ambiguity can be distinguished. There are a number of strategies possible to 
handle ambiguity, each with certain advantages and disadvantages. In this section 
strategies for ambiguity are discussed. 
There are also other input rule constructs which may cause decision problems or side 
effect problems. These are also discussed in this section. 
2.4.1 Ambiguity 
The strategies for ambiguity and their advantages and disadvantages are illustrated 
with the help of figure 2.9. In this example the tools with lower case letters in their name 
are basic tools. Basic tool χ returns an integer value. The boolean values returned from 
the postfix tests Tl and 72 depend on the integer value returned by x. Assume that at a 
certain moment, tool A is the only new candidate for matching (see section 2.3). 
If A is activated, Bl and B2 are activated as well, since they both become candidates 
for a match. The input rule of Bl specifies that a match can be made if CI completes 
followed by yl. Tool CI is activated and is only built out of tool x, thus χ is activated too. 
The input rule of B2 specifies a wait for C2 followed by y2. Tool C2 is built analogously to 
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tool A = input BÌ + B2 end; 
tool ВI = input CI ; yl end; 
tool CI = input x(intl):lTl(intl)l end; 
int ¡ntl; 
# body CI # 
end 
end; 
tool B2 = input C2 ; y2 end; 
tool C2 = input x(¡nt2):lT2(¡nt2)l end; 
int int2; 
# body C2 # 
end 
end 
end 
Figure 2.9 : Example of possible run-time ambiguity and failure. 
CI. Activation of C2 designates the instance of tool χ already made. When all the 
activations are done, the tool program waits for the user to trigger x. 
Upon completion of tool x, it passes an integer value to CI and C2, stored in intl and 
int2 respectively. Now the number of partial matches depends on the values yielded by Tl 
and 72 in the postfix test of CI and C2. There are three possibilities to distinguish. 
1. Either Tl returns true or 72, but not both. There is exactly one partial match. This is 
the simplest case. Out of the two outstanding candidates for a partial match, the input 
rules of Bl and B2, one can be chosen: 
— If 77 is true, CI can complete and Bl is partially matched. Tool x,Cl,C2 and B2 
are released. Tool yl will be activated next, and is the only basic tool that can be 
triggered. Notice that B2 is not an outstanding alternative any longer. 
— Likewise, if 72 is true (and thus Tl is false), C2 can complete and B2 is partially 
matched. Subsequently^, C2, CI and Bl are released. Hereaftery2 is activated. 
2. Tl and 72 both return false. No partial match can be made. There is a failure. For 
continuation of the tool program it is necessary that tool A completes. The previously 
activated tools are reactivated again (see section 2.3). This will go on and on, until 
finally at least one of the postfix tests succeeds. Note that the absence of echoes in 
tools not completed and the prompts in init sections of (re)activated tools should 
notify the user that the input was not accepted after all. 
3. Test Tl as well as test 72 are true. There is ambiguity. The input rule of both tool Bl 
and tool B2 could be partially matched. 
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The strategies that could be followed in situation 3 are discussed in more detail in the 
following section. Special forms of ambiguity are discussed in section 2.4.3. 
2.4.2 Strategies for ambiguity 
Theoretically there are a number of strategies one could follow in general cases of 
ambiguity. These strategies are discussed with the help of figure 2.9. 
— One strategy could be to forbid ambiguity. However, figure 2.9 shows that some 
ambiguities can only be detected at run—time. Ambiguity is hard to prevent, 
especially when the ambiguity was unintentional, which for instance could easily 
happen when library tools are used. Forbidding ambiguity would only allow the 
programmer to specify input languages which are LL(1). 
— A non—deterministic choice between CI and C2 could be made, which means that 
only the input rule of one of these tools will be partially matched. In fact the situation 
is then the same as in case 1 (section 2.4.1) with exactly one partial match. This 
represents a strategy to resolve the ambiguity as soon as possible. This strategy has 
the advantage that it is easy to implement. However, it is probably not the intention 
of the programmer that such an arbitrary choice is made. 
— Another strategy seems to be to maintain the ambiguity as long as necessary and 
possible, while the execution of the tool bodies is postponed. In the example 2.9 this 
implies that the decision between the two ambiguous alternatives Bl and B2 is 
deferred until either yl or y2 is triggered. Meanwhile the completion of CI and C2 
must be postponed until the pattern the user wants to follow becomes known. 
Postponing executions of tool bodies is in general impossible. For instance the tool 
bodies of CI and C2 might produce important information for the user or the tool 
program, such as an echo to the user or data needed by yl or y2. 
— A strategy is to maintain the ambiguity as long as necessary and possible, while the 
tool bodies are executed. Consequently CI as well as C2 are executed after 
completion of tool x. This means a partial match of Bl as well as B2. Hence actually 
more than one partial match is made. Because of the partial match in Bl, tool yl is 
activated, and the partial match in B2 causes the activation of y2. liyl is triggered Bl 
is matched and A completes. If y2 completes B2 is matched and A completes also. 
Tool A and all its subtools are released. This strategy is chosen in ITM. 
The general matching strategy in ITM is the following: A new initial set of alternative 
tools to be matched is determined by the partial matches previously made (see section 
2.3). An input event fits the pattern specified by an alternative if this event will cause a 
partial match in a subtool of the alternative or in the alternative itself. As soon as an event 
occurs which fits the pattern specified in one alternative but which does not fit the pattern 
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specified in another alternative, the choice is in favor of the first alternative and the 
second alternative will be released. 
The advantage of the chosen method is that the programmer may specify complex 
input rules, beyond LL(1). However, in the ambiguous situation illustrated above where 
Tl as well as 72 are successful, the tool bodies for both CI and C2 are executed, although 
only Bl or B2 will complete, but not both. This could give rise to serious problems if the 
execution of CI or C2 has global (side) effects. A solution could be to reverse the effects 
caused by these executions, for instance by using backtracking techniques 
([GOL65],[BEN73],[BIT75]). On the other hand, actions like echoing and prompting are 
almost impossible to undo and others may be intended by the programmer. 
2.4.3 Special forms of ambiguity 
There are other ambiguous input rule constructions which give rise to decision 
problems. Assume for instance that tool Bl has the input rule С ; D, while tool B2 has the 
input rule С ; D ; E. At the moment the input rule of tool Bl is matched (because tool С 
and D have completed) the input rule of B2 is only partially matched. A choice has to be 
made to decide at the moment the problem arises whether the input rule of tool A is now 
matched or not, thus a choice in favor of Bl or in favor of B2 (as discussed in the previous 
section it is in general impossible to postpone execution of tool bodies). 
- One solution would be to make a non-deterministic choice between either tool Bl 
(thus for completion of tool A at this moment) or tool B2 (thus for postponing the 
completion of tool A until tool E completes and the input rule of tool B2 is matched). 
— Another reasonable strategy would be to match an input rule as soon as it can be 
matched; in this case this would mean a choice in favor of tool Bl. This strategy is 
chosen in ITM. 
Sometimes a tool looks ambiguous when in fact it is not. For instance the input rule 
(A;B)+(A;C) looks ambiguous: it depends on whether В от С completes which 
alternative will be chosen. However, the input rule can be transformed with the help of 
factorization by the programmer or a smart compiler to the equivalent rule A;(B+C). 
In summary, the programmer must be very careful in cases of ambiguity and must 
learn how to control the effects. The compiler may be of help and warn the programmer 
for possible side effects in tool bodies of ambiguous tools or even simply forbid them 
(CDL2 [KOS71]). Reassuring is that in most interactive applications the depth of the 
ambiguity will be small. 
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2.4.4 Kleene star constructions 
The problem of not being able to postpone decisions in cases of ambiguity as 
discussed in section 2.4.2 is due to the nature of input tools. The execution of tool bodies 
cannot be postponed since results produced by one tool may be used by the next tool and 
the user expects prompts and echoes that are generated in init sections and tool bodies. 
This property of input tools also has its repercussions on the allowable tool expressions. 
Known problems arise from tool expressions ending with a Kleene star if they are coupled 
to a postfix test or if they appear at the very end of an input rule. Fortunately, these few 
illegal input rule constructions will not impose important restrictions on the program. 
2.4.5 False postfix tests 
The side effect problem mentioned in section 2.4.2 also arises whenever tool 
expressions of high level tools fail, but descendants were successfully matched. Therefore 
a programmer should be aware of the possibility that a specified postfix test yields false 
and the possible consequences that this might have when the completed descendant tools 
have caused global effects. 
2.5 The escape tool 
A tool program is very tenacious in that the user is forced to obey one of the patterns 
described in the input rules. This has the advantage that the input accepted is always 
forced to be correct. For instance if the user has to type a number (see fig. 2.8), the user 
must enter a correct number in order to let the program proceed. 
As shown in the examples, a tool in a tool program accepts a number of different 
patterns. The tool program cannot continue unless the user triggers events that match at 
least one of the outstanding patterns. When prompts and echoes are chosen with care and 
put in the correct places, the user should understand what the program expects or what 
has gone wrong. 
However it is possible that the user desires to escape from the normal pattern the 
program follows. The problems that can arise are illustrated with the help of tool name 
element (fig. 2.10), a tool written to give the user the opportunity to name a previously 
indicated numbered object. Tool number, letter, key, digit and return used in this tool are 
defined elsewhere in a prelude or library. Tool letter and digit return the letter or digit 
typed by the user. 
Assume that tool name element is active and the user has typed a correct number. Due 
to the input rule of name element, tool identifier is activated. Now it is imaginable that the 
user has typed a correct but misspelled identifier name and wants to recover from the 
error, or perhaps the user suddenly realizes that the number was incorrect. 
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tool name element (int element nr, string element name) = 
input numberfelement nr); identifierfelement name) 
end; 
tool escape = input key(c):lc='U'l end; 
char c; 
init prompt('7ype 'U' to rename element"); 
newline 
end 
end; 
tool identifier (string name) = 
input alphabetic ; alphanumeric* ; return 
end; 
string buf; 
tool escape = input key(c):lc='W'l end; 
char c; 
init prompt("Type 'W' to retype identifier"); 
newline 
end 
end; 
tool alphabetic = input letter(c) end; 
char c; 
buf +:= с 
end; 
tool alphanumeric = input letter(c) + digit(c) end; 
char c; 
buf +.·= с 
end; 
init buf := ""; # empty string # 
prompt("Enter name of identifier: ") 
end 
end 
end 
Figure 2.10 : Tool name element. 
This problem can be solved by writing very ingenious input rules with a lot of prefix 
test functions to switch alternatives off and on. An ideal solution would be to help the user 
out of such a situation by providing a mechanism with which the user is able to escape to 
any previous situation. This can only be realized by using backtracking techniques. In 
practice this would require the storage of the program status after every acceptance of an 
input event, which is not a very realistic solution. 
Instead a simpler escape mechanism has been provided. The programmer can define 
so—called escape tools in the tool program which the user can trigger in order to escape to 
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an abstract tool at a higher level. Escape tools are abstract tools which have the reserved 
word escape as name. An escape tool can be declared as a nested tool inside a tool. For 
instance, in the example above, escape tools have been defined inside tool name element 
and tool identifier. 
The activation of escape tools is not handled as usual; escape tools may not be 
designated within the input rules and the escape tools are normally not active! In order to 
invoke the escape mechanism, the user has to trigger a special, unique event, called the 
escape event, which puts the program in the so called escape mode. The escape event is a 
special basic tool with the reserved name escape event. For instance the escape character 
of the keyboard can correspond to it, but the escape event may be caused by any of the 
physical input devices available. 
During the execution of the tool program, the basic tool escape event is always active. 
Whenever the user triggers escape event and puts the program in escape mode, all escape 
tools are activated declared within active tools with partially matched input rules and 
within their active ancestors. In other words escape tools will be activated that have been 
defined within tools which already have "accepted events". 
If in the example above the user did not yet type the first letter of identifier, triggering 
the escape event will only activate the escape tool defined inside name element. As soon as 
the first letter of identifier is typed, triggering the escape event will cause the activation of 
both escape tools. 
When the program has been put in escape mode, all incoming events are matched 
against the active escape tools. An attempt is made to match the lowest level escape tools 
first. The first escape tool which gives rise to a (partial) match is selected out of all active 
escape tools. If an escape tool completes, the abstract tool in which the completed escape 
tool is declared is reactivated, in other words its init section is executed and the matching 
of its input rule starts from the beginning. The program is back in normal mode. 
For instance, using the example above, assume the user makes a mistake while typing 
an identifier, and to correct it triggers the escape event. Due to the init statements of the 
defined escape tools the user is informed about the escape possibilities. Typing Escape 
followed by W {Escape ; W) will reactivate identifier and Escape ; U will reactivate name 
element. 
If in the example above the highest level escape tool of name element would also react 
to Escape ; W then a first Escape ; W reactivates identifier and a second Escape ; W would 
reactivate name element. 
The triggering of the escape event as the first action while in escape mode, will put the 
program back in normal mode and restores the situation as it was before the normal mode 
was left. 
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Although the init section of the reactivated tool will re—initialize certain (local) 
variables, it might in addition be necessary to perform recovery actions in the tool body of 
the matched escape tool. 
The escape mechanism described here provides an escape to certain indicated abstract 
levels without too much programming effort, although the programmer must specify the 
desired backup actions. Having a fixed escape event which is always active has the 
advantage that ambiguity between regular input rules and the input rules of escape tools is 
impossible. In addition the activations of escape tools can be delayed until the user 
triggers the escape event, after which the activated escape tools can prompt about the 
possible escape alternatives. Escape tools can be used to help the user escape from 
unintended input sequences as well as from annoying ambiguities. 
2.6 Basic tools 
As mentioned earlier, a basic tool corresponds in most cases with a physical input 
device. In general, basic tools have to be defined by the systems programmer. However, 
just as with abstract tools it is possible for a user to redefine basic tools, for instance to 
change the normal prompts and echoes of such predefined basic tools. Basic tools are 
input tools of the lowest level of abstraction and their declaration differs slightly from 
abstract tool declarations. 
In general a basic tool declaration has the following form: 
tool toolname[instance parameters] (return parameters) = 
receive (receive parameters) # receive rule # 
< local declarations > 
init < actions > end # init section # 
< actions > # tool body # 
end 
The difference between declarations for abstract tools and basic tools are: 
— Instead of an input rule a basic tool contains a receive rule. After the keyword receive 
a list of receive parameters (a message) can be specified. If the user triggers the 
physical input device which corresponds with a basic tool, the values which are 
obtained from the (device driver of the) physical input device are collected in the 
event queue of the tool program. If the basic tool is active and the input event is the 
next event to be examined, the collected values are assigned to the receive parameters 
of the corresponding basic tool, at which time the receive rule is matched. The values 
obtained are discarded when the basic tool which corresponds with the event to be 
examine is not active. 
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— Declarations of nested tools within basic tools make no sense because the scope rules 
make it impossible to refer to such tools. 
Note that basic tools are in other respects just like normal tools: when activated the 
init section is executed and after a match the tool completes. 
The number, type, and order of the receive parameters must agree with the number, 
type and order of the values obtained from the physical input device. The interface 
between the device driver and the input tool program is implementation dependent. 
Although the definitions of the basic tools are not of great interest to the average 
programmer in ITM, they play a significant role in the ITP model (see chapter VI). 
2.7 Libraries 
Some of the tools used in a tool program, such as the basic tools, are not declared 
within the tool program itself, but are predefined in a prelude or library. A library feature 
has several advantages. 
— Not every type of computer terminal possesses the same kinds of input devices. 
Therefore the number and type of basic tools depends heavily upon the corresponding 
type of terminal. It is clear that the set of basic tools belonging to a particular type of 
terminal is placed in one terminal library. Any tool program running on a particular 
terminal should invoke the associated terminal library. 
— The user must be able to write device independent tool programs. This can be 
accomplished by predefining the same set of tools in every terminal library. For 
instance the set consisting of all locally available basic tools can be used. For a 
particular library each member from this set is either a basic tool, or it is an abstract 
tool which simulates the basic tool of another library. 
— It is also convenient for each user to maintain a private library. The user can store 
general purpose tools in such a user defined library. Tool capitalize, number and 
identifier, presented earlier, are examples of such tools. 
Thus, normally, several libraries will exist. The user must indicate which libraries should 
be invoked (i.e. included in the user program) when the tool program is executed. 
2.8 Syntax 
The following formal definition for ITM is not exhaustive because it omits the 
definitions of standard non-terminals, such as statements, declarations, identifiers, 
specifiers and the like. This definition uses the context—free form of the Van 
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Wijngaarden notation [WIJN76]. Terms ending in —symbol stand for terminal symbols, 
representations for which may depend on the implementation. An abbreviated notation 
for particular forms of production rules is defined below, where NOTION is any term. 
NOTION-bar bar-symbol, NOTION, bar-symbol. 
NOTION-identifier : identifier. 
NOTION-list NOTION; 
NOTION, comma-symbol, NOTION-list. 
NOTION-option : NOTION; 
NOTION—pack open—symbol, NOTION, close—symbol. 
NOTION-sequence : NOTION; 
NOTION, sequence—symbol, NOTION-sequence. 
NOTION-bracket sub-symbol, NOTION, bus-symbol. 
The postfixes may also be combined, such as NOTION—list—option (an optional 
NOTION-list). 
Note that the syntax as define here is a true subset of the Input Tool Process model, 
which will be described in chapter V and further. 
2.8.1 Tool program 
tool—program: 
main—tool—definition, tool—definition—sequence-option. 
main—tool—definition: 
abstract- tool—definition. 
tool—definition: 
abstract—tool—definition; 
basic—tool—definition. 
2.8.2 Abstract tool definition 
abstract— tool—definition: 
tool—header, input-rule, tool-text, tool-tail. 
tool—header: 
tool—symbol, defining—tool, equals—symbol. 
defining—tool: 
tool—identification, formal—return—parms—option. 
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tool—identification 
tool—name, formal—in—parms—option 
tool—name 
tool—identifier 
formal—in —parms 
specification-list-bracket 
specification 
specifier, identifier—list 
formal—return —parms 
specification—list—pack 
tool—text 
declaration—sequence—option, tool—definition—sequence—option, 
mit—section-option, tool—body-option 
mit—section 
mit-symbol, statement-sequence, end-symbol 
tool—body 
statement—sequence 
tool—tail 
end-symbol 
2.8.3 Basie tool definition 
basic—tool—definition 
tool-header, receive-rule, basic-tool—text, tool—tail 
receive—rule 
receive—symbol, receive—parms—option 
receive—parms 
specification—list—pack 
basic—tool-text 
declaration—sequence-option, 
mit—section—option, tool—body-option 
2.8.4 Input rule 
input—rule 
input—symbol, input—expression, end—symbol 
input—expression 
tool—expression 
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tool—expression 
expression, 
expression, or—operator, tool-expression 
expression 
term, 
term, and—operator, tool—expression 
term 
factor, 
factor, followed-by-operator, term 
factor 
primary, 
prefix—test, prefix—test—operator, primary 
primary 
secondary, 
secondary, postfix—test—operator, postfix—test 
secondary 
tertiary 
tertiary 
quarternary, 
quarternary, repetition—operator, 
quarternary, repeat—zero—or—more—times—operator 
quarternary 
applied—tool, 
tool -expression —pack 
applied— tool 
tool—designator, actual—return —parms—option 
tool—designator 
tool—name, actual—in—parms—option 
actual—in —parms 
unit—list—bracket 
actual—return —parms 
variable—list—pack 
repetition -operator 
repetition—symbol 
repeat—zero—or—more—times—operator 
Kleene—star—symbol 
postfix—test—operator 
test—symbol 
postfix—test 
boolean - expression-bar 
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prefix—test: 
boolean—expression—bar. 
prefix—test—operator: 
test—symbol. 
followed—by—operator: 
sequence—symbol. 
and—operator: 
and-symbol. 
or—operator: 
or—symbol. 
2.8.5 Representation 
symbol: 
and 
bar 
bus 
close 
comma 
end 
equals 
init 
input 
Kleene-star 
open 
or 
receive 
repetition 
sequence 
sub 
test 
tool 
representation: 
& 
i ] 
) 
t 
end 
= 
init 
input 
* ( 
+ 
receive 
$ 
; ( 
tool 
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III. Implementation ITM 
In this chapter an implementation of the Input Tool Model is described [PLA79]. The 
ITM language constructs may be employed in programs using the UNIX [RIT78] 
language С [RIT75] as a base language. A preprocessor converts a (C)tool program into a 
regular С program. This С program contains tools as functions. Inside these functions all 
tool information is stored in such a way, that a special parser routine (also written in C) 
can construct a parse tree at run—time, and with the help of this tree can decide which 
tools to activate, which tools to complete, etc. 
3.1 Implementation considerations 
An implementation of the input tool model is desired for several reasons: 
— it gives a better grasp on the problems, possibilities and ergonomy of the theoretical 
model, especially for issues such as activation and completion in complex situations; 
— it gives an idea about the overhead at run—time. 
One of the first problems that the implementor of ITM has to solve is the choice of the 
implementation vehicle. Extending the input tool model to a full language is the ideal goal 
but it requires that a lot of effort be put into a compiler or interpreter. An extendable 
language is a second—best solution but it depends on what is already available in the 
language and how powerful the extension constructs are. It would be nice to have a 
language with abstract data structures. However very few even remotely popular 
languages offer them, with the exception of Simula. Extension via the subroutine 
approach is something which is in principle possible, but this solution should perhaps be 
avoided because it does not add to the clarity of the language. 
Since the original intent of the input model was to support interactive computer 
graphics programs, graphical output primitives had to be available for tool programs. It 
appeared best to adopt an existing basic graphics support package, preferably one that 
was close to the proposed CORE graphics standard ([SIGG77],[SIGG79]). For this 
reason the locally developed General Purpose Graphics System GPGS [CAR77] was 
chosen. 
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Our local computer environment consist of a PDP11/45 running UNIX which offers, 
besides FORTRAN [FORT76], the high level languages PASCAL [JENS76], ALGOL68 
[WIJN76] and С [RIT75]. GPGS interfaces exist for FORTRAN and C. Because 
FORTRAN offers too few high level constructs, С was chosen as a base language. 
С has the advantage that it is the system programming language under Unix, which 
makes a fast and efficient implementation possible. The С language offers some very 
useful control structures and data structuring facilities, the latter even allowing a limited 
user-defined type declaration. A rather negative point is the absence of block structure, 
making it awkward to use nesting and tool scope rules. 
3.8 Realization 
An extension of С has been defined in which the tool notation is embedded with only 
slight modifications. This extension contains С as a subset. The user program (henceforth 
called the Ctool program) is converted to a regular С program using a preprocessor, which 
is also written in С with the help of the YACC compiler — compiler [JOHN75] (see figure 
3.1). 
Syntax Rules 
+ С routines 
(YACC) 
YACC compiler 
=»· 
Preprocessor 
(C) 
Figure 3.1 : Generating a preprocessor. 
Tool programs, and thus tools, can be preprocessed and compiled separately. Also 
terminal-dedicated or user-defined Ctool libraries can be preprocessed and compiled 
individually. The output of the preprocessor contains a data structure which, at run—time, 
is handed over to a program, called the parser, for interpretation. The parser is a special С 
program which is needed, together with at least one terminal—dedicated library module, 
to effectuate the tool mechanism (see figure 3.2). 
User 
program 
(Ctool) 
Library 
module 
(Ctool) 
figure 3.2 : 
—*·— 
—*·— 
RealizK 
Preprocessor 
(C) 
ition scheme. 
—>— 
User 
program 
(C) 
Library 
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(C) 
... 
... 
Parser 
(C) 
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The parser is called from the preprocessed Ctool programs. In order to exchange 
information with these С programs the parser communicates with them via global data, by 
means of routines in the parser called by the С programs. 
This information is built up according to the three main parts in which each tool can 
be subdivided : 
- the input rule. 
- the init section 
- the tool body. 
From the input rule information the parser builds a parse tree. This tree provides the 
framework which enables the parser to decide at any moment which events may occur, 
which init sections should be executed, or, when an event has occurred, which tool bodies 
must be executed. 
3.3 The preprocessor 
The preprocessor has been written in C, partly manually, partly with the help of the 
compiler—compiler YACC. To let YACC produce the main routine of our preprocessor, 
grammatical rules have been written which describe tool programs. Actions that have to 
be performed as soon as YACC recognizes a rule, as well as some basic input routines, 
have been written in C. Using YACC has the advantage that small changes or extensions 
of the Ctool syntax can be made without much effort. The choice of С has some 
consequences: 
- С does not have anything like the Simula-class which makes creation of tool 
instances hard to implement. Instead, a tool is in general converted to а С routine. It 
is now hard to allow more than one active instance (see section 2.1) of a certain tool at 
any given time. 
- The С parameter passing mechanism for routines is used to pass instance and return 
parameters of Ctools. The parameter passing mechanism of С makes no distinction 
between input and output parameters. Therefore the present implementation does 
not allow a tool with parameters to have more than one active direct ancestor. As a 
consequence in almost all cases the information returned from completed tools has to 
be stored in globals. Furthermore instance and return parameters of Ctools are 
written together between parentheses. 
- Since С does not allow nesting of routines, a tool at the outermost level (external tool) 
and all its nested tools (internal tools) are converted into one С routine. This implies 
that the user can only define locals and parameters at the external tool level. 
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— To allow the user to split up a tool program in parts, all information relating to the 
input rule of a tool is hidden inside the corresponding С routine generated by the 
preprocessor. 
— All the constructions of the form keyword ... end are replaced by the C—like 
construction: keyword { ... }. 
— С does not have booleans, however integers can be used instead. Value 0 means false, 
any other value means true. 
— Normal local С declarations in a tool precede the input rule for reasons of parsing 
convenience. Nested tools are declared following the input rule. 
In general an abstract Ctool declaration has the following form: 
< global declarations > 
tool toolname (instance and return parameters) 
{ 
< local С declarations > # local declarations # 
input { input expression } # input rule # 
< nested tool declarations > # local declarations # 
init { < С statements > } # ¡nit section # 
< С statements > # tool body # 
; 
The approach followed is now illustrated by means of the simple tool keyboard (figure 
3.3) already introduced in chapter II (see figure 2.4). Note the changes in notation due to 
the host language С ! 
Ctool keyboard will be converted by the preprocessor to a regular С routine. This 
routine is shown in figure 3.4. 
Inside the converted routine the preprocessor generates a while loop, in which the 
first statement is a call to the parser. This call is followed by one big case statement (in С 
called a switch statement). The parser determines which case of the switch should be 
performed by setting the global variable task each time it is called. In each case statement 
either the statements of an init section, or the statements of a tool body, or part of an 
input rule, belonging to the external tool or its internal tools are represented. The 
information concerning an input rule of a tool is spread across several cases in the switch 
statement. In such a case entry a call is made to a routine makenode of the parser, which 
makes a new node in the parse tree, while it also gives information to the parser where to 
find the remaining parts of that particular branch. So in each routine, control is directly 
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¿define CR '\n' 
¿define NULL '\0' 
extern promptO, echo(); 
extern keyO; 
extern char key— c; 
char keyboard- buf[80]; 
tool keyboard 
{ int proceed, i; 
/* carriage return 
/* end of string mark 
/* externally declared routines 
/* tool key externally defined 
/* character returned from tool key 
/* string returned from keyboard 
/* limited to 80 characters 
input { (lproceedl:character)$ } 
tool character 
{ 
input { key } 
if ( key- с != CR && 
i < 79 ) 
{ keyboard— buf[¡] = key— с; 
i =+ 1; 
echofkey— с); 
} 
else if ( key- с = = CR ) 
{ proceed = О; 
keyboard-bufli] = NULL; 
echo(CR); 
} 
} 
'mit 
{ proceed = /; 
/ = 0; 
prompt("% "); 
/* not carriage return 
/* and buffer not full 
/* increment i 
/* carriage return 
/* proceed := false 
/* end of string mark 
/* proceed := true 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
Figure 3.3 : Ctool keyboard. 
handed over to the parser. The parser knows the contents of a few fixed cases. For 
instance, 
— case 2 : always return to the calling tool, 
— case 3 : the root of the parse tree of the external tool. 
In case 3 the parser can be informed of at most two more case numbers where it may 
find more information concerning the remaining parts of the input rule. In some of these 
statements this may happen again, etc. For example in the code generated for tool 
keyboard in the root node, case 3, the parser will be informed that more information of 
the input rule can be retrieved from case 11. The case numbers are coded in such a way 
that the parser knows where it can find the init or tool body statements. 
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¿define CR 'W 
¿define NULL ' \0 ' 
extern promptO, echo(); 
extern keyO; 
extern char key— c; 
char keyboard _ buflBOl; 
extern int task; 
keyboardO 
{ 
int proceed, i; 
while (Ì) 
{ 
parserf); 
switch (task) 
{ 
case 2 return; 
break; 
/* do forever 
/* call to parser 
/* back to caller 
/* jump out of switch 
case 3 : / * root of tree of tool keyboard 
makenode(ROOT, ÌÌ, NIL); 
break; 
case 4 : /* init section of tool keyboard copied 
break; 
case 5 : /* body of tool keyboard copied 
break; 
case 7 : /* root of tree of tool character 
makenode(ROOT, ... ..); 
break; 
case 8 : /* init section of tool character copied 
break; 
case 9 : /* body of tool character copied 
break; 
case II : /* part of input rule of tool keyboard 
makenode($, 10, 14); 
break; 
case .. : / * other information to build tree, 
controlling tool switches etc. 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
* / 
* / 
* / 
* / 
Figure 3.4 : С routine keyboard. 
When an external tool is used in an input rule, a call to that tool occurs in the 
corresponding case statement, so the parser can switch over to that tool via the case. The 
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parser decides which case in the switch statement has to be executed by setting the global 
task to the corresponding value and then returns to the user program to get information 
about a new part of the parse tree, to perform an initialization, or to execute a tool body. 
After each performed task, the parser will be called again, even if another tool is called or 
a called tool is left. Hence task is used as a kind oí program counter which points to the 
case entry to execute and which is controlled by the parser. 
Building the parse tree node by node will of course cost time during execution. For 
optimization reasons a local tree could be built at compile time with the help of the 
preprocessor. In the first implementation it was decided not to do so in order to remain 
flexible enough to switch to other strategies for building the parse tree. For instance the 
whole tree could be set up once immediately when execution starts, or, in order to save 
space, only that part of the tree could be built which is of interest at that particular time, 
all this without altering the preprocessed tool program. 
As it turned out the strategy of building the complete parse tree once immediately 
when execution starts made the response time of the tool program very reasonable, since 
now no time is needed for tree building during the conversation between Ctool program 
and user. 
3.4 The parser 
int task; 
int state; 
parseti) 
{ 
while(i) 
( 
switch (state) 
{ 
case Ì : 
case 2 : 
case 3 : 
case 4 : 
/* do forever 
if (buildtreeO) 
return-
break; /* jump out of switch */ 
if (inittoolO) 
return; 
break; 
if (nexteventO) 
return; 
break; 
if (bodytoolQ) 
return; 
break; 
Figure 3.5 : Main routine parser. 
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The main routine of the parser is the С program of figure 3.5. The framework of the 
parser program is analogous to the framework of the generated tool routines. The switch 
statement is now controlled by a global variable of the parser, indicating the current state 
of the parser. In each case a special boolean routine of the parser is called. Each of these 
routines can decide that it wants to go back to the user program, by setting the variable 
task and returning a true value, or to switch over to another state of the parser, by setting 
the variable state and returning a false value. 
There are four important routines in the parser: 
- buildtree, which builds the parse tree, 
- inittool, which decides which initializations should be done and sees to it that these 
will occur. It also determines the events that are allowed to occur. 
— nextevent, which will inspect the fifo event queue in which all events are collected that 
have taken place, and matches a next event against the active basic tools. 
— bodytool, which controls the execution of the bodies of tools whose input rules have 
been matched. 
The most interesting routines are inittool and bodytool. The actions they perform 
depend heavily on each other, since bodytool can only execute tool bodies from tools 
which are initialized, and the tools which are to be initialized by inittool are determined by 
the previous actions in the tool bodies. 
Logically the parser program has the following structure: 
buildtree; 
while main tool not completed 
do inittool; 
nextevent; 
bodytool 
od 
The parser has to deal with some very subtle problems. One of them is presented by 
the prefix test functions, whose results can be altered by any tool within its scope. 
Another difficulty is the possibility that the program can reject a tool, even on a high 
level, which is the case when postfix tests fail. Also the Kleene star should be handled with 
care since this operator may lead to initializations in a completely different part of the 
parse tree. 
To show an actual parse tree being built, the Ctool version of tool number (see figure 
2.8) is presented in figure 3.6. 
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¿define CR 'Vi' 
#define NULL '\0' 
extern promptf), 
echoü, 
extern keyü, 
extern char кеу^ с, 
int number— val, 
/* carnage return */ 
/* end of string mark */ 
/* extern declared print routines */ 
/* tool key externally defined */ 
/* holds last character returned by tool key */ 
/* the returns information of number */ 
tool number 
{ char buf[80], 
int index, 
int positive, 
/* buffer to collect valid characters 
/* subscript of buf 
/* indicates sign of number typed in 
input { (digit* + sign,digit,digit*) , return } 
tool digit 
{ input { key ¡key- cH'O' && key- c « ' 9 ' / } 
if (index < 79) /* append character to string 
{ buf [index] = key— c, 
index =+ I, 
echo(key— c), 
} 
} 
tool sign 
{ input { plussign + minsign } 
tool plussign 
{ input { keylkey—c= = '+'l } 
} 
tool minsign 
{ input { key lkey—c= = '-'l } 
positive = 0, 
} 
echo(key— c), 
/* accept only '—' 
/* positive = false 
} 
tool return 
{ input { keylkey-C==CRl } 
buffmdex] = NULL, 
echo(key— c), 
} 
mit 
{ prompt("Enter any integer number "), 
index = 0, 
/* carnage return 
/* end of string 
positive = /, / * positive = true 
} 
/* now follows tool body of number The С routine 
performs the actual conversion of a correct numeric string 
number— vol = convert digits to integer (positive, buf), 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
/* accept only '+' */ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
Figure 3 6 Ctool number 
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The tree corresponding to this example is constructed as shown in figure 3.7. The 
parse tree is actually a graph. There is however a strong resemblance with a binary tree. It 
only differs from a binary tree in that when a particular tool occurs more than once there 
is a thread to the root node of the branch first made in the tree for that tool, in order not 
to do things twice for the same tool. To avoid clutter in this figure these threads are not 
indicated and all root nodes with one same name actually refer to one node in the tree. 
Roof 
number 
/ 
Root 
digit 
/ 
•77/ 
/ 
/ \ \ Roof \ \ 
sign ; \ 
/ Roof \ Roof 
+ digit * return 
/ \ / / 
Root Root Root Root .-/Γ/ 
Key plussign minsign digit / 
/ / / 
••ITI 
/ 
Root 
key 
.-/Г/ Roof 
/ key 
Root 
key 
Figure 3.7 : Execution time parse tree for Ctool number. 
In each node there is information about where to find the left branch or the right 
branch, if there are any. Where needed, information is kept to tell which case statement 
should be performed, to execute init sections or tool bodies, perform prefix or postfix 
tests etc. 
The interactions between the two previously mentioned routines of the parser, inittool 
and bodytool, are controlled by a number of flags. These flags indicate whether or not 
inittool or bodytool still have to investigate a particular node. The flags, shown below, are 
not part of the node itself, but are stored in the parent of the node. Thus in each node 
flags are stored containing information of the nodes to which it is linked. Each node can 
point at most to two other descendant nodes. Storing information in the parent node is 
necessary because there can be many links to the same node, but the value of the flags of 
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such a node depends on the branch. A parent node has the following flags for each of its 
sons: 
— BTA flag, which indicates that in that particular branch a basic tool is active, i.e. the 
branch leads to a root node (in fact a leaf) of a basic tool, which might correspond to 
the next event to handle. BTA set means that the routine body tool is allowed to 
investigate this branch. 
— BTD flag, which indicates that the routine bodytool has already investigated that 
particular branch {bodytool done). 
— ITA flag, which indicates that in that particular branch initializations of the tools 
corresponding to the root nodes in that branch can be handled by the routine inittool. 
— ITD flag, which indicates whether or not inittool has handled that particular branch. 
After the parse tree has been built (routine buildtree) control is handed over to 
inittool. From that moment on control will be switched from routine inittool to routine 
bodytool and back; in fact inittool and bodytool act like a pair of co—routines. When 
switching from inittool to bodytool, the routine nextevent is called to determine the next 
event to handle. Initially the ITA flags of all nodes are set. The flags are used in the 
following manner: 
— Procedure inittool starts with the ITD flag of all nodes off. It then traverses the parse 
tree in preorder, following the ITA flags set, at the same time considering the 
operators. In general the ITA flags are altered by a previous pass of bodytool. On its 
way down, if inittool passes a root of a tool, it performs an init and it sets the ITD flags 
to indicate that the branch is initialized. It also alters the BTA flags to indicate the 
path to follow for bodytool. 
— Procedure bodytool starts at the root of the parse tree with all BTD flags off. It then 
follows in preorder the BTA flags in the tree, set on by a previous pass of inittool, 
looking for the root node of the basic tool for which an event has occurred. When this 
node (a leaf in the tree) is found, it backs up meanwhile executing bodies of tools that 
have been triggered and setting the BTD flags. It also alters the ITA flags to indicate 
the path to follow for inittool. When all tool bodies are executed, bodytool transfers 
control to inittool to perform the next initializations, starting from nodes related to 
the partially matched input rules. Such a node for instance could be a ; in the case that 
bodytool previously has handled the left subtree of this node, and now an event in the 
right subtree is expected. Initializations then only have to be done in the right subtree. 
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3.5 Basic tools and libraries 
Minimally an executable tool program consists of the tools defined by the 
programmer, the parser and a terminal dedicated tool library. This Ctool library contains 
the device dependent part of the program. Such a library has to be defined for every type 
of terminal, which is normally done by the system programmer. Inside a library the basic 
tools are defined and also three special С routines. Optionally abstract tools can be placed 
in the library as well. 
The basic tools only differ from normal Ctools in that they have a receive rule instead 
of an input rule. In the preprocessed version of a basic tool, a special routine of the parser 
is called in the appropriate case of the switch statement which marks the tool as a basic 
tool. Also an address is passed to the parser in which the parser can store values received 
from the corresponding physical input device. 
Three special С routines form the interface between the Ctool program and the 
physical input devices involved: 
— the start routine. — This routine is called by the parser after the parse tree is built, just 
before the first tool activations. The routine can be used to initialize the terminal or 
invoke special terminal drivers, but it may be empty. 
— the stop routine. — This routine is called by the parser after the main tool has 
completed. The routine can be used to reset the terminal to default mode or release 
special device drivers, but it may be empty. 
— the wait routine. — If the parser has performed all the necessary activations, the 
routine nextevent determines if there are events outstanding in a special queue. If 
there are no events outstanding, the wait routine is called. This routine collects the 
events triggered by the user on the connected physical input devices. If there are no 
events queued it has to wait until the user performs an input action. The wait routine 
can notify the parser which physical input devices have been triggered by calling the 
routine signal which is provided by the parser. The names of the basic tools which 
correspond to the triggered physical input devices, as well as the addresses of the 
obtained values are passed to the parser with the help of signal. The routine signal 
inserts the names and values in the event queue and the parser inspects them 
afterwards one by one in order of arrival. Note that all triggered events are signalled 
to the parser which decides whether the events are accepted or rejected. As a result, 
the wait routine can be very simple. 
The programmer can also store tools in a private Ctool library. Libraries can be 
preprocessed separately and the С compiler can make object modules from them which 
can be linked to the final program. 
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3.6 Results 
The implementation does not include full support for block structures and multiple 
instances of input tools. Providing these facilities would have greatly increased the 
implementation effort without promising any significant contribution to the 
understanding of the theoretical model. At the time the implementation was made, 
escape tools were ill—defined in ITM, therefore they have not been implemented. Also at 
that time the &-operator was defined as a sequential operator and is implemented 
accordingly. In spite of these restrictions the implementation is still powerful enough for 
most applications. 
The restricted implementation does not use unusual language constructions, therefore 
analogous implementations could be made for most programming languages like 
FORTRAN, PASCAL, ALGOL60, ALGOL68, ADA etc. The recently introduced 
portable С compiler makes the present ITM implementation available for a large family of 
computer systems. 
The designing, programming and debugging of preprocessor and parser has cost 
approximately eight man—months. The parser code contains about 1200 С statements, 
which compiles to approximately 14000 bytes text and 17000 bytes data. The size of the С 
code generated by the preprocessor depends heavily on the size of the Ctool program and 
the structure of the input rules defined. Typically the generated С code is three times 
larger than the corresponding Ctool program. 
The response that the user gets from Ctool programs is rather good, even for larger 
programs with about 200 abstract tools. The echoes of the tools arrive without noticeable 
delays. This is mainly achieved by building the parse tree once in the beginning, the fact 
that depth of the ambiguity of input rules is in general small, and the fact that С is a system 
implementation language, hence rather efficient. 
The (subjective) experience is that most programmers of Ctool programs must get 
used to the style of programming. They are forced to program in a structured, hierarchical 
manner. Usually a combination of a top—down/bottom—up style of programming is 
followed. Once the skeleton of the program is worked out, it is relatively easy to modify 
or extend the input specifications in order to make the input accepted more 
user—friendly. Another pleasant experience is the ease with which device drivers can be 
written due to the simple structure of the interface routines. 
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IV. Other models and ITM 
In this chapter the Input Tool Model is compared with recently proposed formal 
models for interaction. In ITM the input language is specified by means of the input rule, 
which can be considered as a special kind of grammatical rule. Therefore ITM is also 
compared with grammars for programming languages and a compiler description 
language based on grammars. 
4.1 Models based on interaction 
Research in formal models for interaction has only recently begun. With graphics 
standardization on the horizon ([SIGG77],[GKS79]) some people suddenly became aware 
of the discrepancy in level between input and output [DEEC77]. This has led to the first 
versions of ITM [BOS78/79]. More proposals of formal models for interaction followed 
([SHAW79], [HOP79], [MUD79], [ECK79], [CRES79], [ANS79]). A short description of 
these proposals is given in this section and the models are compared with ITM. 
4.1.1 Flow expressions 
Shaw introduces an algebraic notation called flow expressions ([SHAW79], 
[SHAW79/2]), designed to describe the flow of computer system entities, such as 
resources, messages, job control and commands. His flow expression has many 
similarities to the input rule. Most of the operators are available in both approaches (,·,*, 
$, +, &), although with a different notation. Flow expressions may be hierarchically 
structured, the basic elements denote indivisible flow elements, such as characters. An 
example of a command language specified by a flow expression is given in figure 4.1. 
worldatlas = (search + display + transform)$ 
search = relation 
display = mapobject ; orgs* 
transform = mapobject ; (scale + rotate + translate) ; orgs* 
Figure 4.1 : Example of a flow expression. 
Attributes (input and output parameters) are not coupled to the operands in the flow 
expression, prefix or postfix tests are not available. To increase the expressive power, a 
complicated operator is provided, the interleave operator *, which may be considered as 
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the Kleene star extension of the &—operator. For instance, expressing possibilities in set 
denotation 
(put;get)* = { empty, put;get, (put;get)&(put;get), 
(put;get)&(put;get)&(put;get), ... } 
specifies an equal number of puts and gets, where at any particular time the number of 
puts is greater than or equal to the number of gets. More precise control over the degree 
of interleaving can be achieved using lock brackets, as shown in the expression: 
[ a ; b] &[ с ; d ] = { abed, cdab } 
к к к к 
The к in the example above is an identifier associated with the lock brackets. The 
flows inside the brackets with the same identifier are treated as critical sections. 
Semaphores can also be included within flow expressions. With the help of these 
constructions complex input languages (recursively enumerable) can be specified. 
Although some input sequences can be specified clearly (for instance the put—get 
example above), other, rather simple, input languages are very hard to specify, such as 
input sequences which require dynamically specified counting. 
Like grammars, flow expressions simply specify a language. The operands in a flow 
expression are not abstract objects; the relation between the flow expressions and actions 
to be performed if the correct (or incorrect) input arrives are not part of the formal model. 
4.1.2 Production system 
Hopgood and Duce [HOP79] suggest the use of a production system approach (used 
in the area of artificial intelligence [NEWE72]) for designing an interactive program in 
order to solve the problem of multi—stream input and the problem of giving an interactive 
program sufficient intelligence. In a production system the actions to be performed if 
certain input stimuli are present, are written down in a collection of production rules. A 
typical production rule is: 
<input stimuli> -* <action to performXnew input stimuli> 
A production rule describes the action to be performed if all of the indicated input 
stimuli are present. Following the action, new input stimuli may be generated, to be used 
in this or other rules. Thus input stimuli either originate externally (e.g. by the user) or 
they are produced by a previously matched production rule. 
Hopgood and Duce only attempt to show that production systems can be used to 
design interactive systems and do not give a complete formal description. The approach is 
already more flexible than the finite state approach, especially in a situation where a 
well—defined sequence of inputs is unlikely. Combined with a control regime the 
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production system approach can be used to give a program more intelligence. A simple 
example is assigning probabilities to ambiguous production rules*). 
The production system approach shares a weakness of the finite state approach: it is 
not easy to produce readable solutions for complex situations, which is best illustrated by 
the last example in [HOP79]. 
4.1.3 SIGN system 
Mudur [MUD79] describes input primitives implemented in the SIGN system. Five 
primitive (basic) classes are provided (clock, button, character, name, and value; see fig. 
4.2). Each class may have a report, which may be considered as globals which can be 
inspected after an event has occurred, and may have attributes, the function of which is 
not explained in the paper (probably for initializations). New structured (abstract) classes 
can be defined in terms of previously defined classes. A set class (fig. 4.3) is an ordered set 
of known classes, which can be inspected if all components have occurred. A sequence 
class (fig. 4.4) is an ordered limited sequence of any particular defined class, which can be 
inspected if the sequence is ended. The end of such a sequence is determined by the 
occurrence of an indicated terminating event, by reaching the allowed maximum number 
of events or by yielding an indicated value. 
value (report real between 0 0 10, attribute none) 
clock (report null, attribute interval) 
button (report null, attribute none) 
Figure 4 2 Examples of basic classes 
position = <value, value> 
location = <position, clock> 
Figure 4 3 Examples of set classes 
curve = <sequence of location, 
allowed length = 50, 
terminator = button, 
location limits .= (0 1, 0 Ì) > 
Figure 4 4 Example of a sequence class 
A report cannot be inspected before the event has occurred. Mudur fails to tell how 
the latter can be determined (on statement?) and how a report can be inspected. Some 
similarities with ITM are present: hierarchy, basic tools, very simple form of input 
*) This method could also be followed for ambiguous input rules in ITM, for instance 
using escape tools as a backup mechanism. 
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specification (ά of events in set classes, a*;b and (ІТІ:а)$ like constructions in a sequence 
class). Further input specification is not possible. 
4.1.4 Input devices 
The lack of a good language to describe interaction is pointed out by Anson [ANS79]. 
However his main goal is to describe input devices in such a way that the full utilization of 
the device characteristics and also a high degree of hardware device independence is 
possible. To achieve this the input from a terminal is handled by a set of modules, called 
devices of which an example is given in figure 4.5. 
device function key (int id) = 
state int name; 
transparent boot down; 
initial begin 
name := id; 
down := false; 
end; 
on finger—press begin 
down := true; 
signal press(name); 
end; 
on finger—release begin 
down . = false; 
signal releaseiname); 
end 
end device 
Figure 4.5 : Function key device. 
Each device has its own local variables (states). Some states may be inspected by 
other devices (transparant states) which have to specify those states as external. A device 
may have an initialization part which can be compared with the init section of ITM, but a 
device is initialized only once and then remains active. Inside a device, actions may be 
declared (like in tool bodies) which will be executed if a certain signal is received from any 
other device. A device may react upon a number of signals, such as finger—press or 
finger-release in figure 4.5, indicated with the on statement. On statements may not be 
nested in order to keep devices simple. Everything which affects a device from outside is 
mediated by events and transparent states. It is therefore easy to replace a group of 
devices by another group. 
Unfortunately the model as presented is not fully developed. Anson mentions that the 
linking between events and actions, between external and transparent states is specified 
separately without telling how this has to be done. What is missing here is some form of 
hypemile (input rule). Without such a rule it is very hard to get insight into the overall 
structure of the cooperating devices. 
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A lot of other problems remain unsolved. An external state may only be inspected if 
the devices which own the state is not in action. Two devices, inspecting each others state 
at the same time would therefore result in deadlock. A similar problem arises for signals, 
since a signal to a device has to be delayed until the receiver is no longer in action. 
4.1.5 Other approaches 
Deecker and Penny [DEEC77] suggest that a standard for input should be developed 
without any reference to physical input devices. Standards should be based on the type of 
information which can be input (abstract input devices). Translation tables should provide 
the mapping of the available physical input devices onto the abstract input devices chosen. 
Eckert [ECK79] also introduces five basic input classes (pick, locator, command 
identifier, valuator, string) of which the corresponding events are queued. A number of 
operators are proposed to handle the input queue. 
Crestin and Queinnec [CRES79] define an interactive program with the help of 
relations defined on sequences of input. The first relation specifies input sequences which 
lead the program into the same state. The second relation specifies input sequences which 
give rise to the same final output. Though these specifications may have advantages for 
formal testing of correctness and completeness it is hard to specify such relations even for 
very small programs. 
4.2 Models based on grammars 
Notationally the input rule of ITM is closely related to path expressions, first 
introduced by Campbell and Habermann [CAMP74]. The input rule is similar to many 
other path notations based on the original scheme. In general path expressions are used to 
specify the flow of use of abstract objects. For instance, they play a role in process 
synchronization and control. 
The input rules in a tool program specify the flow of use of tools; syntactically the 
rules specify the input language. The input rule of a tool can be considered as the 
right-hand side of a special kind of grammatical rule, the tool itself as the left-hand side. 
Abstract tools correspond to non—terminal symbols, basic tools correspond to terminal 
symbols. The main tool corresponds to the start symbol of the grammar. The instance and 
return parameters can be considered as attributes (affixes) of the terminals and 
non—terminals. Specification of the input with the help of the input rule has two 
advantages. 
- The descriptive power of the input rule is high. With the help of operators such as +, 
&, the escape mechanism, prefix and postfix test, powerful input languages may be 
defined. It is even possible to specify type 0 languages. 
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— The input rules of a tool program form a scheme that can be used by a parser to 
analyze the input syntactically. 
Some grammars ([CLEA77],[KUHL78]) also have the nice property of combining a 
great descriptive power with the practical advantage that they support syntactic analysis 
(among others attribute grammars [KNUT68], affix grammars [KOS70], or syntax -
directed translation schemes [AH072]). 
Of these grammars the input tool model is most closely related to affix grammars. 
More precisely, ITM is most closely related to a subclass of the affix grammars, namely 
those grammars which can be parsed top—down from left to right in one pass, the 
well—formed affix grammars [KOS70]. Therefore it is interesting to compare ITM with 
this subclass. The compiler description language CDL2 [DEH76] can be considered as an 
implementation of this subclass and for that reason ITM is compared with CDL2 in more 
detail. 
4.2.1 CDL2 
CDL2 is an implementation language which started out as the input language for a 
compiler [KOS71]. In principle the language for which a compiler has to be built is 
described in CDL2 at the top level with a context free grammar. Affixes (parameters) may 
be added to every non—terminal (abstract tool) and terminal (basic tool). There are three 
kind of affixes, inherited (instance parameters, preceded by >) , derived (return 
parameters, succeeded by >) and transient (instance as well as return parameters, 
imbedded between >—symbols). For historical reasons affixes are indicated by a -f sign. 
The terminals may contain statements in a host language (basic tool body), in order to 
perform operations on the affixes or in general to perform actions. The affixes, the 
statements attached to terminals and additional production rules are needed to be able to 
define grammars beyond the context—free level and to be able to perform the necessary 
actions while analyzing the input, such as reading of the input and generating code (the 
goal is building a compiler). 
In CDL2 there are four types of production rules. The type of a rule indicates whether 
the rule has an effect on globals or not and whether the rule may fail or not. 
— a test, yields true (success) or false (failure) and may not have any effect on globals. 
— a predicate, may succeed or fail and must only have an effect on globals if the 
predicate yields true. 
— a function, cannot fail and may not have any effect on globals. 
— an action, cannot fail and must have a global effect. 
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A production rule in CDL2 is also an expression. The semicolon separates 
alternatives in the expression. If, in an alternative, a test or predicate fails, the alternative 
is rejected and the next alternative is tried. A sequence is indicated with a comma, similar 
to the semicolon in ITM. The Kleene star indicates that the group it belongs to (grouped 
with brackets or a label) may be repeated. The colon separates left—hand side and 
right—hand side of the rule for a non—terminal, an equals symbol separates left-hand 
side and statements in the host language at the right-hand side for a terminal, a dot 
indicates the end of a rule. 
action parse chessfield +column val> +row val> : 
¡nit chessfield, 
(is column +column vol, should be row +row val; 
parse chessfield). 
predicate is column +col char> : 
is ordinate +char a +char h +col char. 
predicate is ordinate +>lwb +>upb +char> : 
is key +charl less equal +lwb +char, less equal +char +upb, 
perform body of ordinate +char. 
test is key +chor> : 
wait for next event, 
is key pressed by user, fetch character value +char. 
action should be row +row char> : 
is ordinate +char 7 +char 8 +row char; 
should be row +row char. 
action init chessfield = 
# promptC'give chessfield coordinates:") # . 
function wait for next event = 
# wait for next event #. 
test less equal +>vall +>val2 = 
# vail =£ val2 # . 
action perform body of ordinate +>char = 
# echo(char) # . 
test is key pressed by user = 
# return true if key was pressed # . 
function fetch character value +char> = 
# char := value key pressed # . 
Figure 4.6 : Chessfield written in CDL2. 
The CDL2 program of figure 4.6 simulates tool chessfield as given in chapter II (figure 
2.6), but it is restricted to the case that chessfield is the only candidate for matching. The 
CDL2 program would be quite different if chessfield would be used under other 
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conditions. The comments (between # symbols) in the bodies of the terminals describe 
the actions to be performed, in terms of statements in the host language. 
The following major distinctions can be made between CDL2 and ITM. 
— CDL2 allows recursion (not left recursion); in ITM only repetition operators are 
available, which is typical in path expressions. From a parsing point of view, allowing 
recursion in the input rule would not be problematic (also with an exception for left 
recursion). However space problems might arise due to the fact that the number of 
tool instances which exist at a time depends on the depth of the recursion. 
— In ITM executable statements may be coupled to basic tools as well as abstract tools, 
namely in the init sections and tool bodies of the tools. Only the right—hand side of 
terminals in CDL2 may contain statements, written in some host language. This has 
the advantage that the syntax and semantics of CDL2 is simple and that a program 
written in CDL2 is very portable. The disadvantage of the CDL2 approach is that, 
besides the rules which actually describe the language to compile, a large number of 
rules have to be added just for code generation, which makes a CDL2 program harder 
to understand. Furthermore the programmer must specify the order in which the 
actions should be performed explicitly via the production rules. Therefore in CDL2 it 
is next to impossible to simulate the flow of execution as governed by the parser in 
ITM, such as the reactivation of tools in case of failure. 
— In CDL2 a rule may only fail if the preceding operands in that rule did not have any 
effect on globals, which can be checked via the types of the operands. Such a 
classification and restriction would also be very helpful in ITM in particular situations. 
Consider the situation when a postfix test on a high level abstract tool fails (see 
section 2.4.5). If such an abstract tool is not allowed to have subtools which have a 
global effect, backtracking techniques are made unnecessary. However it would make 
prompting in such subtools impossible, since producing output is a global effect. 
Therefore prompting would have to be considered as side-effect free. A 
disadvantage is also that such a classification and restriction as in CDL2 would destroy 
the possibility of using any tool at any place in the input rule. 
Although there are many similarities between CDL2 and ITM it should be clear that 
there also many differences. That is the reason that some ITM programs are hard to 
simulate with the help of the CDL2 primitives available. In particular the special actions 
of the parser are hard to realize. The parser takes care of the synchronization between 
outstanding alternatives: an instance of a matched tool is not released before all 
outstanding alternatives have a copy of the returned values of the tool. Notice that the 
alternatives in ITM are evaluated simultaneously; the first alternative which succeeds is 
used. In CDL2 the alternatives are evaluated sequentially. A parser generator would have 
to provide the (strictly sequential) CDL2 procedures with the necessary superstructure as 
has been done in the С implementation of the ITM. ITM's &-operator is missing in 
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CDL2. In CDL2 there is no mechanism for interrupt handling available, although a 
general exception mechanism has been proposed [JAH79]. In ITM it is provided by the 
escape tools. 
4.3 Conclusions 
Of the recently introduced models based on interaction only the model of Shaw 
[SHAW79] offers a high level hierarchical structured input specification by means of flow 
expressions. However, the relation between the input specification and the actions to 
perform are not part of the formal model. All other interactive models are either in a 
preliminary stage, or are less powerful, less modular, or give rise to more complex 
solutions than ITM. 
ITM has more similarities with compiler description languages such as CDL2. The 
most important differences are due to the typical behaviour of the tool programs with 
regard to interaction controlled by the parser, an activity which is very hard to simulate in 
a strictly sequential language like CDL2. 
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V. Process communication 
When man—machine communication is considered as a special, simple case of 
"inter—process" communication, it is relatively easy and straightforward to extend ITM to 
an Input Tool Process model (ITP) which provides generalized support for inter—process 
communication. As a consequence the advantages of ITM, such as a clear hierarchical 
input specification, can also be used to describe the communication between concurrent 
processes. Because it should be possible to let processes communicate with each other 
which are executing on a network of connected computers, the processes should 
communicate by means of message sending. 
5.1 Interaction and process communication 
In the input tool model, tool programs are considered to be independent, 
self—contained programs. A tool program only communicates with the user behind the 
terminal. There exist, however, many applications in which interactive programs 
exchange information, not only with the user, but also with other programs. Examples are 
the communication between terminal drivers and the command handler of an operating 
system in a time—sharing environment, real—time transaction systems like airline 
reservation systems, on-line journals, point-of-sale terminal systems, etc. Some of 
these applications may use a large number of terminals, possibly spread across a broad 
geographical area, which may communicate with some large database system. Another 
possibility is an interactive program that delegates time consuming computations to other 
programs which may execute on other processors in order to maintain a good response 
time with the user. Therefore it would be a great advantage to provide inter—process 
communication for interactive programs and consequently also for input tool programs. 
Inter—process communication is not only important for interactive programs, but in 
general for all computer programs and systems which communicate with each other. For 
many years process communication has played an important role in the design of 
computer systems. Multiprocessing, multiprogamming, time-sharing systems and 
real—time process control systems utilize concurrency to make better use of the available 
computer resources. Also of importance is the communication between processors, such 
as between a main computer and a satellite and between special purpose processors like 
array processors. The tendency to have a large number of relatively small, more or less 
special purpose computer systems, instead of one very large general purpose computer 
system, illustrates the need for inter—process communication. Hence an extension of ITM 
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may also be useful for concurrent systems in general. 
In order to get a better insight into the requirements for inter—process 
communication imbedded in the input tool model, a brief overview is given of the 
problems connected with process communication and also of the suitability of some 
existing models which are designed to meet these problems. 
Hereafter the terms (tool)program and (tool)process are used interchangeably. 
5.2 Communication problems 
In a concurrent system, processes execute in parallel and independently, except at 
certain points in time. At these points communication with other processes takes place 
after which the processes involved can continue independently. Two basic aspects of 
communication can be distinguished. 
- Communication may require the transport of data from one process to the other. 
— Communication may be necessary to achieve synchronization of processes. Such 
synchronization may be needed when one process must wait for particular 
information from another process, or because another process has the exclusive 
control of some resource needed by the waiting process. 
Primitives for process communication must support both aspects. 
Special problems arise in concurrent systems that make communicating processes 
very difficult to program, understand and debug. The most difficult of these are deadlock 
(a process waits for an event which under the circumstances will never occur) and 
starvation (a process waits for an event which is always consumed by other processes). 
These conditions are especially difficult to detect since the status of a concurrent system 
depends on the execution speed of processes. Every action undertaken by a process will 
cost a certain amount of time, an amount which in most cases cannot be predicted. 
5.3 Existing models 
Traditional high level programming languages do not contain primitives for 
inter—process communication. Nevertheless there are many implementations in less 
generally used languages containing primitives intended to support concurrency (see 
[BRY79]). 
The best known concurrency primitives are semaphores, introduced by Dijkstra 
[DIJK68]. A semaphore is a special kind of shared variable upon which special 
synchronizing operations have been defined. Semaphores only address the 
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synchronization aspect of communication and are often used when the concurrent 
programs communicate via shared data. The access to this data is then controlled by 
means of semaphores. This makes the semaphores hard to use for processes 
communicating over a network of processors, and therefore not so suitable for 
applications like real—time transaction systems. Another disadvantage of semaphores is 
that they are rather low level and require highly disciplined programming. Other language 
constructs like (conditional) critical regions ([HOA72],[BRIN73]) also only address the 
aspect of synchronization, while the transport of data is realized via shared data areas. 
This is also applicable to monitors ([BRIN75],[HOA74]), although such programs are 
more structured, since all access to shared data is in this case governed by the special 
procedures of the monitor process, which have to be called by the other processes in order 
to get access to that shared data. 
Closer to the type of communication primarily of interest in the context of the input 
tool model are models that do not use shared data, but in which every process executes in 
its own environment and can communicate with other processes only by means of message 
sending, usually by some form of send and receive primitives ([BRIN70], [HOA78], 
[FELD79]). 
Related to these models are languages based on actor semantics [ATK77], where 
actors can be regarded as small message—passing processes, which may be dynamically 
created or released. This approach seems to be less applicable for the input tool programs. 
This is also true for data flow languages [DEN74], in which a program is considered to be 
an unordered collection of primitive instructions, performed as soon as the operands are 
available. 
In summary, the models which use some form of message sending are of particular 
interest since they contain primitives which may be used to extend ITM. However, 
adoption of those primitives without a closer examination of ITM would be unwise: the 
following section will show that basically ITM is already suitable for inter—process 
communication, albeit for a very simple form of communication. Furthermore ITM has at 
least one feature which is not present in existing models for concurrency, namely the 
separate input specification. This clear input specification would make concurrent 
programs more understandable and therefore easier to debug. Also a more flexible 
specification of sending and receiving processes than offered by the existing models was 
desired (see chapter VI). Therefore, instead of adopting existing primitives, a new model 
was developed, a generalization of ITM called the Input Tool Process model (ITP). The 
most relevant of these other models are compared to this ITP model in more detail in 
chapter VIII. 
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5.4 ITM and process communication 
In order to get a better idea how the Input Tool Model should be extended to make 
process communication possible, the communication between user and tool program is 
reviewed as a very special type of inter—process communication. 
Too/ Program 
User 
Figure 5.1 : Interactive tool program. 
A tool program may be considered as a process which communicates with exactly one 
other "process", in this particular case a rather intelligent one, namely the user (figure 
5.1). 
The fact that one of the communicating "processes" is such an intelligent one, while 
the other has very little intelligence, together with the fact that the dialogue is always 
between exactly two "processes" has influenced the level and form of the primitives 
introduced in the Input Tool Model. 
— The program does not have to specify the consumer of the output it produces, neither 
does the user. The program knows that its conversational partner is the user and vice 
versa. 
— Interfaces are needed in order to let two processes of such a different nature 
communicate with each other. Therefore the user uses physical input devices such as 
keyboard, tablet, voice digitizers etc. which translate user output into input 
understandable to a computer program. In an analogous way the computer program 
produces output on physical output devices such as terminal screen, plotter, voice 
emulators etc. which translate the output of the program into a form understandable 
to a human being. 
— The computer program has to be programmed in such a way that it is capable of 
interpreting the input generated by the user. The language the program understands 
is specified by means of the input rules of the tool program. Furthermore actions are 
defined that have to be performed if sentences of the input language are "spoken" by 
the user. The basic tools form the alphabet the tool program knows. Typically, each 
basic tool corresponds to some physical input device. 
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- Output primitives are not a formal part of ITM. In order to produce output the 
programmer of a tool program has to use normal print (write, prompt, echo) 
statements and the like which are available in the host language. The programmer 
may assume that the user is capable of interpreting information produced in this way. 
However this will only be the case if the programmer has used sentences of the 
language the user understands. For instance, if the program produces sentences in the 
Dutch language it will not be understandable to a foreigner or someone unfamiliar 
with the technical terms used in the output or someone who cannot read at all. In 
other words, the output produced has to make sense to the user. 
Now consider the situation that exists when the user is replaced by exactly one other 
tool program which takes care of the conversation (figure 5.2). 
Input 
Output 
Tool Program Ì 
Tool Program 2 
Output 
Input 
Figure 5.2 : Two communicating tool programs. 
Both tool programs still know the consumer of the output they generate. 
There is no longer a need for a physical interface such as a keyboard, since both 
processes are of the same type. 
Both processes need some interpretative intelligence programmed with the help of 
input rules. The language one process understands does not necessarily have to be the 
same for the other process. Also the alphabets (basic tools) in generally differ. A 
basic tool does not need to correspond to available physical input devices. 
Output must be incorporated in the model in order to provide process 
communication. The output has to be in a form understandable to the other process. 
In order to communicate the programs also have to "speak each others language". 
This implies handling each others alphabet (basic tools) in a correct manner. To 
achieve this a tool program has to specify output for another tool program in terms of 
the other program's basic tools in a sequence according to the input specification. 
Extending the model to allow an arbitrary number of "processes" (users as well as tool 
programs) to communicate with each other introduces additional requirements: there 
must be a way to indicate inside a tool program for which "process(es)" the output 
produced is intended, and also to indicate to which "process(es)" a tool program is willing 
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to listen. This direction aspect increases the complexity of concurrent programs 
enormously (figure 5.3). 
. 
V 
Tool Program 2 
Figure 5.3 : Communicating programs and users. 
The brief review in section 5.3 of existing models for concurrency should make it clear 
that for input tool programs communicating with other input tool programs, which may be 
executing on different processors, the communication should take place by means of some 
message sending system, such as some form of send and receive primitives. Thus a 
communicating tool program would send information to a basic tool of the other tool 
program, analogous to the user sending information by triggering the physical input 
device corresponding to a basic tool. 
Allowing tool programs to communicate with other tool programs has a very 
important consequence in that tool programs could be used for a large class of 
applications which use concurrency, and not only for interactive applications. Hence it 
would be possible to write concurrent programs with the same advantages as interactive 
tool programs: 
— a clear hierarchical input specification; 
— an input specification which is easy to modify; 
— a clear relationship between input and the actions to be performed when the input is 
recognized. 
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VI. The Input Tool Process model 
In this chapter the syntax and semantics of the concurrent Input Tool Process model 
(ITP) are given [BOS81]. The Input Tool Process model is a true extension of the Input 
Tool Model (ITM). 
In ITP processes may communicate with each other via message exchange. A process 
sends information via a special output statement (the send rule) to a basic tool of another 
process. A process always receives information via its active basic tools which serve as 
message slots. This information may be sent from other processes or from physical input 
devices. Physical input devices may be regarded as processes which send information 
when they are triggered by an event (often a user generated one). A sending process is 
suspended until a receiver is willing to accept the message and vice versa. Since the 
activation of basic tools is governed by the input rules, the synchronization of concurrent 
processes is also determined by the input rule specifications. 
Sender as well as receiver may specify each other in various ways. A sender may (but 
does not need to) specify a specific destination for its message. Furthermore the sender 
may specify a class of possible destinations. Analogously, a receiver may decide to accept 
information from an arbitrary source or restrict the possible sources to a certain class of 
processes. 
From a programming point of view the language constructs offered are not in any way 
dependent on whether the communicating processes run on a single processor or are 
distributed across a network of processors, as long as all processes in simultaneous 
execution have unique names. 
6.1 Tool processes 
A tool process is a tool program. When a tool process starts to execute an instance of 
the main tool (see section 2.1) is created. This initiates the activation and completion of 
the (sub)tools used in that process (see chapter II). A process terminates when the main 
tool completes. Since the main tool is a tool, it may have instance parameters. If a process 
is started, say by an operating system or another process, the system (or any other creator 
of the process) should pass values to the instance parameters of the main tool. The actual 
values of the instance parameters of a main tool are considered to be part of the process 
name. 
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No assumptions are made about the environment in which tool processes execute. 
Processes may execute in a time—sharing environment on a single processor, but may also 
be distributed across a complex network of processors. All processes executing must have 
unique names. Consequently, more than one instance of a particular main tool can only 
exist if the actual instance parameters of the instances differ. Hence a family of processes 
may be created. This must be supported by the environment of the tool processes. 
Guaranteeing unique naming in an open environment is a problem by itself, especially in 
networks, and is not addressed in this thesis. 
6.2 Target group specification 
A tool process communicates with other processes by means of the transmission of 
information. A process may send information via the send rule (see section 6.4) and may 
receive information, sent to it by another process via its active basic tools (see section 
6.3). 
A sending process does not need to specify a particular receiver for the message, or it 
may specify a class of processes which are allowed to receive the message. Analogously a 
receiving process is able to specify a class of processes from which information is accepted. 
This freedom in the specification of senders and receivers is introduced for various 
reasons. A sending process sometimes does not know the destination exactly, sometimes 
it does not care which process actually consumes the message. The latter may be the case 
if the destination is a typical service process and there are several processes available 
which can perform the service. It is also possible that the class of destinations changes 
dynamically, such as "all users logged in" or "all processors connected". On the receiving 
side a process may want to protect itself from other processes. Sometimes a process is 
dedicated to exactly one other process, in other cases a process may only want to extend 
service to a very specific class of processes. 
Therefore, it appears reasonable to have a mechanism by which classes of allowed 
receivers and allowed senders, called target groups, can be specified. Such a specification 
could be accomplished in many ways, for instance by enumeration of the targets or by 
specifying properties of the target group. The target group specification could take place 
in the processes themselves but it could also be done in the environment of the processes. 
In ITP target groups are only specified by the processes involved. Target group 
specification by the environment is one of the topics for future research (see chapter IX). 
Four constructs are introduced which make a flexible target group specification possible, 
namely the process set, the sender primitive, the receiver primitive and the process 
variable. 
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6.2.1 Process sets 
Inside a tool a process set may be declared (keyword process set) as a special type of 
data structure. The members of such a set designate processes. The denotation of a set is a 
list of process names, enclosed in curly brackets. Common operations may be performed 
on a set in the init section or tool body of a tool, such as the insertion or the deletion of 
members, the union or the intersection of the set with other sets, etc. These operations 
are considered to be available in the host language and form no formal part of ITP (see for 
instance SETL [DEW79]). With the help of such operations it is possible to alter the sets 
dynamically. 
Sets of processes may be used by a sending process to indicate the class of destinations 
and by a receiving process to indicate the class of sources. 
A sending process may use a set in a send rule to indicate that all members of the set 
should receive the message, such as all users logged in, or that just one member of the set 
should receive the message, such as one of the available line printers (see figure 6.6). 
A receiving process may use a set to indicate that a message will be accepted only if it 
is sent by one of the members of the set (see figure 6.16). 
β.2.2 Sender primitive 
If a receiving process has specified a set of sources it often wants to know which 
member from the set actually did send the information. For this reason the sender 
primitive (keyword sender) is introduced. This primitive returns the name of the process 
which sent the last message received. The sender primitive may be used at any place a 
process name may be specified. 
6.2.3 Receiver primitive 
If a sending process has specified a set of destinations it often wants to know which 
member from the set actually received the information. For this reason the receiver 
primitive (keyword receiver) is introduced. This primitive returns the name of the process 
which received the last message sent. The receiver primitive may be used at any place a 
process name may be specified. 
6.2.4 Process variables 
Inside a tool variables of type process may be declared (keyword process). A process 
name may be assigned to such a variable, for instance a process name returned by the 
sender or receiver primitive. A process variable may be regarded as a process set which 
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consists of exactly one member. It may be used at any place a process name may be 
specified. 
6.3 Reception of information 
Two extensions of the input tool model are made with respect to the reception of 
information. 
— The programmer may define private basic tools in order to specify the type of 
information a process will accept, in other words the alphabet the process 
understands. 
— It is possible to indicate from which sources information will be accepted. 
6.3.1 Basic tool definition 
In ITM basic tools are normally predefined for the programmer in some library. The 
number and form of the basic tools depends on the type of device the user works on. In 
ITP the programmer has the freedom to define private basic tools. Such basic tools are 
necessary to receive information from other processes. 
Basic tool are tools which have a receive rule instead of an input rule (see section 2.6). 
The general form of a receive rule is: 
receive (receive parameters) 
If a basic tool is active it can accept a message sent to it by another process. A basic 
tool serves as a message slot. A message will only be accepted by an active basic tool if the 
structure of the message is exactly the same as the structure defined by the receive 
parameters of that basic tool. The receive parameters are optional. Only empty messages 
(signals) will be accepted if no receive parameters are specified. There may be other 
restrictions preventing acceptance (see the following sections). 
The accepted message will be assigned to the receive parameters. In that case the 
receive rule of the basic tool is matched and the basic tool can complete. The activation 
and completion of tools is the same as in ITM (see section 2.3). 
If there are no messages available which can be matched to any of the active basic 
tools of a tool process, the receiving process will be suspended until such a message is 
present and received by it. 
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There is no essential difference between predefined basic tools in ITM and the basic 
tools defined by the programmer in ITP, except that the first type of basic tool is matched 
whenever the user triggers the corresponding physical input device, while the second type 
of basic tool is matched whenever another process sends information to it. In fact one may 
assume that a (tiny) process is connected with each physical input device which sends 
information to the corresponding basic tool when the device is triggered by the user. In all 
cases the basic tool must be active in order to accept the information. 
6.3.1.1 Examples 
To illustrate the concepts just discussed some simple examples of basic tool 
declarations are presented in this section. More complex examples are given in section 
6.6. 
tool tic = receive 
end 
Basic tool tic is an example of the simplest basic tool one can imagine: no receive 
parameters, init section, tool body, instance or return parameters are specified. This basic 
tool just waits for a signal (empty message) sent by another process. 
tool key (char return char) = receive (char receive char); 
return char .= receive char 
end 
Basic tool key accepts a character. If another process sends a character to key, the 
value will be assigned to receive char, the receive rule is matched and key can complete. In 
the body of tool key, the received character is assigned to the return parameter return char 
and when tool key completes, this value is passed to the active ancestors of key. 
[i:limit] int buf; 
tool three puts = input put ; put ; put end; 
tool put = receive (int cellnumber, value); 
buflcellnumber] := value 
end 
end 
Basic tool pui, specified inside tool three puts, will accept two integers sent to it in one 
message. The first integer indicates the number of a buffer cell. The second integer 
represents a value which has to be stored in that buffer cell. 
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β.3.2 The input rule 
It is possible in ITP to indicate the source process(es) which may trigger the active 
basic tools with the help of a special operator, the destination operator —• , to be used in 
the input rule of a tool process. The input rule extended with the destination operator 
synchronizes input (receive's) and output (send's) of communicating tool processes. The 
destination operator is the dyadic operator with the highest priority. It binds the names of 
processes from which messages will be accepted to a tool expression and is in general used 
in the following way: 
allowed sources —• tool expression 
Via this construct the programmer is able to specify which processes are allowed to match 
the indicated tool expression. 
Tools are hierarchically structured. A tool expression of an abstract tool is composed 
of other abstract tools and finally of basic tools. A high level restriction on the processes 
which are allowed to match a certain tool expression is in fact a restriction on the 
processes which may send to the basic tools in which the tool expression finally results. 
Consequently it is possible for any active ancestor of an active basic tool to impose 
restrictions on the allowed senders to that basic tool. 
The processes that are allowed to match the indicated tool expression (the allowed 
sources) may be specified in various ways. 
— If information will only be accepted from exactly one other process, that process must 
be specified on the left—hand—side of the destination symbol. This process may be 
specified directly (specifying the process name) or indirectly (using the sender 
primitive, receiver primitive or a process variable). 
— If several processes are allowed to match the same tool expression, the processes will 
have to be members of a set, denoted or named at the left—hand—side of the 
destination symbol. Any process which is a member of the set may match the tool 
expression indicated by the destination symbol. However, the whole pattern specified 
by the tool expression must be matched by one and the same process. Sets may be 
altered dynamically (see section 6.2). If the set is empty no source process can match 
the tool expression. In principle, if the programmer does not specify the sources 
allowed to match the tool expression, any process may match the expression. 
6.3.г. 1 Examples 
In this section some simple examples of input rule expressions are presented. Assume 
that Clock, User 1 and User 2 are processes and that Any— user is the name of a set of 
processes. Furthermore assume that tic, key and put are basic tools, and that three puts is 
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an abstract tool (see section 6.3.1.1), all part of a process X. In the examples below it is 
assumed that the input rule belongs to a tool of process X and that this tool is the only new 
candidate for a match (see section 2.3). 
input tic end 
This simple expression will be matched as soon as basic tool tic completes, which will 
be after the acceptance of a message sent by any process to basic tool tic of process X. 
input Clock —» tic end 
This implies that only a process with name Clock may match the tool expression. 
Therefore only process Clock can trigger basic tool tic of process X. Information sent by 
other processes will not be accepted. 
input {User I, User 2} -> key(c) end 
Basic tool key can be triggered by either process User 1 or User 2. In this example a 
denotation of a set appears on the left-hand—side of the destination operator —> , 
containing the names of the processes which are allowed to match the tool expression. 
input User i -> key(c) + User 2 -* key(c) end 
This input rule has the same effect as the previous example. 
input Any— user —* key(c) end 
All members of the set Any— user may send to tool key. If User 1 and User 2 are the 
only members of this set (Any— user = {User 1, User 2}) the meaning is the same as in the 
example above. The members of the set Any—user may be altered dynamically. 
input {User 1, User 2} -» (put ; three puts) end 
The tool expression put ; three puts will be matched by either process User 1 or process 
User 2, but not by both. Therefore the first message for basic tool put will be accepted 
from User I or User 2. The remaining three puts also must be sent by the process which 
issued the first message to basic tool put. Hence the expression is identical with {User 
1} -> (put;three puts) + {User 2} -> (put.three puts). Note that in order to let abstract 
tool three puts complete, it is necessary to trigger basic tool pui (see section 6.3.1.1.) three 
times. 
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β.4 Sending of information 
A tool process sends information to other tool processes by means of the send rule. 
The send rule should be regarded as the counterpart of output statements, such as print, 
prompt and echo in ITM. The send rule may be used at any place in the init section or tool 
body of a tool. 
6.4.1 The send rule 
The send rule is a rather powerful output primitive. One or more messages may be 
sent with one single send rule to destinations which do not have to be exactly specified. 
Consider the following simple send rule: 
send process.basic tool (message) 
By means of the send rule, information (a message) can be sent to an active basic tool 
(with the name basic tool) of another process (with the name process). The structure of 
the message sent must be identical to the structure specified by the receive parameters of 
the basic tool which should accept the message. If the specified destination process is not 
willing to accept the message, for instance, because the specified basic tool is not active 
(yet), the sending process will be suspended until finally the message is accepted by the 
destination indicated. 
The specification of the destination process, basic tool and/or message is optional, 
which has the following consequences: 
— If the process destination and basic tool are both specified, the message can only be 
accepted by the indicated active basic tool of the specified target process. 
— If the destination process is not specified, the set of potential consumers of the 
message includes each process which has an active basic tool with the indicated name 
and which is willing to accept the information from the sender. 
— If the name of the basic tool is omitted, any active basic tool of the indicated process 
may accept the message provided that the structure of the message agrees with the 
specification of the receive parameters of the basic tool. 
— If neither the name of the destination process, nor the name of the basic tool is 
specified, any process which has an active basic tool with identical message structure 
is a potential consumer. 
— A send without a message is called a signal. Signals can only be consumed by basic 
tools which do not expect data but only wait for a send. In such basic tools no receive 
parameters are specified. Signals are often used for process synchronization. 
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As always, the name of the process may be specified directly (specifying the process 
name) or indirectly (using the sender primitive, receiver primitive or a process variable). 
Instead of one particular process, a process set may be named or denoted in the send 
rule (see section 6.2). For example: 
send Any— process, basic tool (message) 
or 
send + Any—process.basic tool (message) 
where Any— process is a process set. The message will only be received by one of the 
members of the set. The plus—symbol at the beginning of the send rule implies that one of 
the members of the set should receive the message. Such a send rule is called an or-send. 
By default (without any operator symbol at the beginning of the send rule) a send is an 
or—send. The sender is suspended until one of the indicated processes has accepted the 
message. If the specified set is empty, the message will not be sent at all. In this case the 
send rule is skipped and the sending process continues its execution. 
It is also possible to send a message to all members of a set, using an and—send, for 
example: 
send & AIL· processes.basic tool (message) 
where All— processes is a process set. The and—symbol at the beginning of the send rule 
implies that all members of the set should receive the message. The sending process is 
suspended until all members of the set have received the message. If the set is empty no 
messages will be sent at all. 
With the send rules introduced above, only messages of one specific type can be sent. 
For some applications it is useful that a process be able to send different kinds of messages 
at the same time, instead of sending these messages one after another in some specified 
order. This increases the concurrency of the programs involved. For instance, if two 
messages, intended for different processes, are sent by a process via two sequential send 
rules, the second message can only be sent after the first message is accepted. Therefore 
the process which waits for the second message may wait unnecessarily. 
ITP allows the combination of several messages to be sent via the ά—operator. 
Therefore a send rule may also look like: 
send process I .basic tool I (message l)& 
process 2 .basic tool 2 (message 2)& 
process N.basic tool N (message N) 
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With this single send rule, N messages can be transmitted to N receivers. The individual 
messages are matched as soon as possible. The tool process continues execution when all 
N messages have been accepted by the indicated processes. As one might expect, process 
sets may also be used instead of process names. The send rule may be an or—send or an 
and—send. If the send rule is an or—send just one process out of each set will receive the 
corresponding message. If the send rule is an and—send all members of each set will 
receive a message. For example, a process using the following send rule: 
send set ¡.basic tool I (message Ì) & 
set—2.basic tool 2 (message 2) 
is suspended until exactly one process from process set set— 1 has received message 1 and 
one process from process set set—2 has received message 2. 
Finally it is also allowed to combine messages in the send rule in a similar manner via 
the -/-—operator instead of the &—operator. 
send process I .basic tool I (message Ì) + 
process 2 .basic tool 2 (message 2) + 
process N .basic tool N (message N) 
In this example only one of the indicated N processes will receive the intended message. 
So it is possible to send a message to one process out of a class of processes, without the 
restriction that the messages be the same for all alternatives. 
6.4.2 Examples 
In this section a few examples of send rules are given. Assume that all send rules 
specified hereafter are defined inside process User 1. Furthermore tic, key and put aie 
basic tools of both of the processes X and Y, Any— receiver is a set of processes (see the 
sections 6.3.1.1 and 6.3.2.1): 
send X.tic 
With this send rule a signal is sent to basic tool tic of process X. Process User 1 which 
does this send is suspended until basic tool tic of process X is active and allowed to receive 
the signal from process User 1. 
send .tic 
Any process which has an active basic tool with name tic that is allowed to accept the 
signal from process User 1 may be triggered. 
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send Χ 
Any active basic tool of process X able to accept a signal from User 1 is a potential 
consumer. 
send {X, Y).key('a') 
Character a may be received by basic tool key of either process X or process Y. 
send Any— receiver.key('a') 
Character a may be consumed by the key tool of one of the processes which is a 
member of set Any— receiver. The effect is the same as the example above if process X 
and Y are the only members of this set (Any-, receiver = {X, Y}). 
send X.key('a') + Y.key('b') 
Either process X receives character a at basic tool key or process Y receives character 
b at basic tool key. 
send & {X, YJ.keyCa') 
Character a is sent to both processes X and У. 
send & {X, YJ.keyCa') & X.key('b') 
Character a is sent to process X and Y and the character b is sent to process X. The 
messages are sent in an undefined order, so process X may receive the characters a and b 
in any order. Process User 1, the process in which this send occurs, cannot continue until 
all characters have been accepted. 
send X.put (1, Ol-
send X.put (2, 0); 
send X.put (3, 0); 
send X.put (4, 0) 
Four times in a row two integers are sent to basic tool put of process X. 
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β. 5 Mapping of sends on receives 
As described above, it is possible in ITP to specify the legal senders and legal 
receivers to various degrees of completeness. The basic combinations are summarized in 
figure 6.1. 
Rp R 
receiver P2 
sender Pi \ 
send Р2.Ы 
send P2 
send .Ы 
send 
input PI —» Ы end 
Spb/Rp 
Sp/Rp 
Sb/Rp 
S/Rp 
input Ы end 
Spb/R 
Sp/R 
Sb/R 
S/R 
Figure 6.1 : Send / receive combinations. 
There are four types of sends (5), with or without identification of the destination 
process (p), and with or without the identification of the basic tool (b) to be triggered 
(called type Spb, Sp, Sb and S). There are two types of receives (Ä), with or without 
identification of the source process (p) allowed to send (called type Rp, R). Instead of the 
destination process or source process a set of processes may be specified. With the help of 
the &— and +—operators even more complex sends may be issued by a process. 
The flexibility of target group specification is of great advantage for the programmer 
(see the discussion at section 6.2). The specification of target groups by senders and 
receivers has the consequence that some mapping strategy must be chosen at run-time, 
since there may be more receivers for one message sent and there may be more senders to 
one receiver. 
If sources and destinations unambiguously identify each other (type Spb/Rp) no 
mapping problem from outstanding sends onto outstanding receives arises. If sources and 
destinations do not identify each other unambiguously, a choice must be made as to which 
of the processes willing to receive gets which message. The more ambiguity there is in the 
specification of allowed senders and allowed receivers, the greater the chance that an 
unintended process consumes the message. In reality extra restrictions must be imposed 
on the type of sender and receiver specification that will be mapped on each other, and on 
the allowed class of target groups of a particular process. These restrictive rules will 
mainly depend on the environment of the processes. In an open environment these rules 
will probably be stricter than in a closed one. For example, it is likely that an ITP 
implementation for an open environment would not map a send of type S onto a receive of 
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type R. A chosen mapping strategy must obey the minimum constraints presented in the 
previous sections, and must, in principle, give every sender and receiver a fair chance to 
find a communication partner in order to prevent starvation. 
β.β Examples 
In this section some examples are given of tool processes. The processes are supposed 
to execute in an open environment, in which a send of type S will not be mapped onto a 
receive of type R. 
β.β. 1 Mastermind 
The first example presents the game of Mastermind, played by two processes, player 
and opponent. It is played with pawns in seven colors. The opponent determines an 
ordered sequence, called the code, of 4 pawns in at most 4 different colors. The player 
now tries to guess the code. Its guess is evaluated by the opponent who rewards every hit, 
that is both position in the sequence and color correct, with a bull, and every correct color 
(not including the bulls) with a cow. From this reply and the history of the game, the 
player determines a new guess. This goes on until the player has guessed the code. In 
reality there is a maximum number of guesses a player is allowed to make (at least in the 
Dutch version), but this is disregarded here. 
tool player = input opponent —» (start ; score* ; guessed) end; 
process name opponent; 
[1:4] color my guess; 
tool start = receive; 
determine first guess(my guess); 
send opponent.answer (my guess) 
end; 
tool score = receive (int bulls, cows); 
determine next guessibulls, cows, my guess); 
send opponent.answer (my guess) 
end; 
tool guessed = receive 
end 
end 
Figure 6.2 : Process player. 
The input rule of process player (figure 6.2) shows that input will only be accepted if it 
is sent by opponent. Inside player, opponent has been declared as the name of a process 
(keyword process name). When process player is started, it first accepts a signal from 
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opponent to its basic tool start. As soon as this signal is received, player determines its first 
guess (routine determine first guess) of the hidden code and it sends this guess to the basic 
tool answer of process opponent. The player will then wait for a message from opponent to 
its basic tool score, or a signal to its basic tool guessed. It expects a score when the last 
guess sent was not correct, which is used to determine a next guess (routine determine next 
guess). Otherwise it expects just a signal from opponent to its basic tool guessed which will 
terminate process player. 
tool opponent = input (¡not guessed/ player —» answer)$ end, 
boot not guessed, 
process name player, 
lì 4] color code, 
tool answer = receive ([I 4] color guess), 
int bulls, cows, 
determine scorefcode, guess, bulls, cows), 
if bulls = 4 # end oí game # 
then send player guessed, 
not guessed = false 
else send player score (bulls, cows) 
fi 
end, 
init not guessed = true, 
determine bidden code(code), 
send player start 
end 
end 
Figure 6 3 Process opponent 
When process opponent (figure 6.3) is activated it randomly determines the hidden 
code. It signals the process player through its basic tool start that it may commence. As 
long as process player has not guessed the hidden code, process opponent waits for a guess 
sent by player to its basic tool answer. Upon receiving a guess, opponent determines the 
score by computing the number of bulls and cows. When the guess is incorrect it sends the 
number of bulls and cows to basic tool score of process player, otherwise it signals basic 
tool guessed and process opponent terminates. 
The processes opponent and player always identify each other (sends of type Spb, 
receives of type Rp). Other processes cannot interfere in the communication between 
these two processes. 
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β.β.2 Printer 
Tool process printer given in figure 6.4 is a process which controls a line printer. This 
process is a typical service process. In order to prevent merging of output, process printer 
becomes a dedicated service process after acceptance of the first line to print, until the last 
line is received. When the complete output from a single source is printed the printer 
process accepts the next output from any other process. 
tool printer = input ( first line ; f/more/: source —* line)$ )$ end; 
tool more, 
process source; 
tool first line = input line end; 
if more 
then source .·= sender 
fi 
end; 
tool line = receive (string message); 
more . = message Φ EO f, 
if more 
then lineprint(message) 
else new page 
fi 
end 
end 
Figure 6.4 : Process printer. 
Process printer accepts a string via its only basic tool line. The input rule of tool printer 
shows that abstract tool first line will be activated first. Note that no specification is given 
of the allowed sender(s) to basic tool line at this moment. Consequently any process may 
send a string to basic tool line of processprinter. If such a sender is not present, the printer 
process is suspended. 
If the first line has been received, basic tool line and abstract tool first line complete. 
In the body of line the following happens. If the received string is equal to the 
end—of—file string, the boolean more is set false and a formfeed is given by routine new 
page, otherwise boolean more is set true and the received line is printed on the printer by 
routine lineprint. In the body of first line an assignment is performed if more lines of the 
same process follow. After the assignment, process variable source will contain the name 
of the process which has just sent the first line, identified via the primitive sender. Due to 
the restriction specified in the input rule of printer, more lines will only be accepted from 
the process which sent the first line, until this process finally sends the end-of-file string. 
When this end-of-file string is received, the printer process waits for a new first line 
which now will be accepted from any process. Note that process printer never ends. 
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tool a user of printer = input end, 
process name printer, 
send printer ('The first line"), 
send printer f'T/ie second line'), 
send printer ("The last line"), 
send printer (EOF), 
end 
Figure 6 5 Process using the printer process 
A process which makes use of the printer process is given in figure 6 5 This process 
sends the lines to print one after one other to process printer Notice that in the send rules 
no specification is given of the basic tool οι printer which should consume the string This 
will certainly cause no problem because there is only one basic tool defined in process 
printer Η printer is not willing to accept the message, for instance because another process 
is using its service or because it is busy with printing, process a user of printer is 
suspended 
tool an impatient user of a printer = input end, 
process name printer I, printer 2, , printer N, 
process set Any printer = {printer I, printer 2, , printer N}, 
send Any printer ('The first line"), 
send receiver ('The second line"), 
send receiver ('The last line"), 
send receiver (EOF), 
end 
Figure 6 6 Process using one of the available printer processes 
Assume that there are more printer processes, say printer 1, printer 2,. , printer N If 
one is not interested in a particular printer, one could use the sequence of send rules as 
specified in the process of figure 6 6 The first line sent by this process will be accepted by 
one of the available printers The remaining lines are sent to the receiver of the first line 
using the primitive receiver A process using this sequence of send rules has a greater 
chance of finding a printer willing to serve. 
β.6.3 Cyclical bounded buffer 
In the next example there are processes producing characters which should be 
consumed by other processes One character at a time is sent by a producer and consumed 
by a consumer Another process functions as a bounded cyclical buffer Characters may 
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be stored in the buffer as long as its size is not exceeded. Characters may be read from the 
buffer as long as there are any left. 
tool buffer = input (¡count<s/ze/ put + lcount>0l get)$ end, 
int size = , # size of buffer # 
int count, inptr, outptr, 
[1 size] char buf, 
tool put = receive (char c), 
buf[inptr] = c, 
inptr = (inptr mod size) + 1, 
count + = / 
end, 
tool get = receive, 
send sender (buf[outptr]), 
outptr — (outptr mod size) + 1; 
count — = I 
end, 
mit inptr = outptr .= 1, 
count = 0 
end 
end 
Figure 6 7 · Process buffer. 
In process buffer (figure 6.7) a pointer (inptr) points to the next available buffer cell 
for storing, another pointer (outptr) points to the buffer cell which should be read out 
next. There are two basic tools defined inside buffer, namely put and get. The input rule of 
process buffer shows that an infinite number of put's or get's will be accepted. The integer 
count counts the number of characters stored at the moment. The input rule of buffer 
prevents writing into the buffer if the buffer is completely filled: the prefix test of put 
yields false if count exceeds or is equal to the buffer size. Reading from an empty buffer is 
also made impossible by the input rule construction: the prefix test of get fails if count 
drops to zero. 
The buffer process presented in figure 6.7 is not coupled to a specific producer or 
consumer. It is again a typical service process which accepts put's and get's from any 
process. However, it would be very easy to restrict the users of buffer to a specific class of 
producers and consumers. 
The character sent by a producer (fig. 6.8) to basic tool put of process buffer will only 
be accepted if there is room in the buffer and basic tool put is active. If this is not true, the 
producer is suspended. 
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tool a producer = input end, 
process name buffer, 
boot more, 
char c, 
while more 
do 
send buffer put(c), 
od, 
end 
Figure 6 8 Process producing characters for process buffer 
tool a consumer = 
input , (¡тоге/ buffer —» next character)$ , end, 
bool more, 
process name buffer, 
tool next character = receive (char c), 
mit send buffer get 
end, 
end, 
end 
Figure 6 9 Process consuming characters stored in process buffer 
Inside a consumer process (fig. 6.9) a basic tool next character is defined. This basic 
tool completely controls the acceptance of a character from the buffer. When next 
character is activated it sends in its mit section a signal to basic tool get of process buffer. 
This get will only be accepted by buffer if there are characters left in the buffer and get is 
active. If this is not true, the consumer is suspended. Basic tool next character waits for a 
character sent from process buffer as soon as its signal to get is accepted by buffer. As soon 
as the get is accepted by process buffer, in the body of basic tool get a character is sent to 
the process which triggered get. 
The basic tools get and next character are typical examples of basic tools which define 
a handshaking protocol. In this case the handshaking protocol has been started by next 
character. Basic tool next character accepts an answer after the send performed in the init 
section. Basic tool get first accepts a request after which an answer is sent in its tool body. 
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β.β.4 Airline reservation system 
The next example is taken from Bryant and Dennis [BRY79] and slightly extended in 
order to make it a little more realistic 
In an airline reservation system a number of users (agents) can perform transactions 
on one database This database contains information about the flights for a single airline. 
It is assumed that there are initially max seats seats available for each flight An agent may 
reserve a flight via the database system, by typing "reserve" followed by the number of the 
flight and the number of seats to reserve The reservation fails if the number of seats 
requested is not available By typing "info" followed by the flight number, the agent will 
be informed of the number of seats available 
The problem that arises in the airline reservation system is that an agent, during a 
transaction, must have exclusive control over the database, so that the database remains 
in a consistent state during the reservation A solution for the airline reservation system is 
given below. 
tool database manager = input (info + reserve)$ end, 
mt limit = , # max number of flights # 
[I limit] mt available, # available seats # 
mt max seats = , # max number of seats # 
tool info = receive (mt flight number), 
if flight number ^ I and flight number ^ limit 
then send sender (flight mfoffbght number)) 
else send sender ("illegal flight number") 
fi 
end, 
tool reserve = receive (mt flight number, number of seats), 
if flight number ^ Ì and flight number ^ limit 
then if available[flight number] ^ number of seats 
then availablefflight number] — = number of seats, 
send sender ("reservation done") 
else send sender ("not enough seats available") 
fi 
else send sender ("illegal flight number") 
fi 
end, 
mit for ι to limit 
do available[i] = max seats 
od 
end 
end 
Figure 6 10 The database manager 
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There is one process database manager (fig. 6.10) which controls the database. Each 
terminal of an agent is controlled by a separate interactive process. These interactive 
processes also communicate with the database manager following a request of an agent 
behind the terminal. 
In process database manager two basic tools are defined, info and reserve. An infinite 
number of sends from any process to info and reserve will be accepted. When a database 
user sends the flight number to basic tool info, the database manager sends a string back. 
This string, generated by routine flight info, informs the agent about the number of seats 
available on the indicated flight number. When a database user sends the number of seats 
to reserve with the flight number to basic tool reserve, the database manager also sends a 
string back. This string informs the agent about the success or failure of the reservation. 
The database system also produces an error message if an illegal flight number is given by 
the user. 
An example of a process utilizing the database is process a database user (fig. 6.11). 
This is an interactive process connected with an agent's terminal (tty). There will exist 
such an interactive process for each agent's terminal. The abstract tools command and 
tool a database user = 
input (tty—* information request ; database manager —> answer + 
tty —> reservation request ; database manager —> answer )$ 
end; 
process name tty, database manager; 
tool information request = 
input command(s):ls="info"l ; number(flight number) 
end; 
string s; 
int flight number; 
send database manager.info (flight number) 
end; 
tool reservation request = 
input command(s):ls="reserve"l ; 
numberfflight number) ; numbeiinumber of seats) 
end; 
string s; 
int flight number, number of seats; 
send database manager.reserve (flight number, number of seats) 
end; 
tool answer = receive (string message); 
send tty (message) 
end 
end 
Figure 6.11 : Example of a process utilizing the central database. 
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number used in this example are not given here. Assume that these tools make use of 
basic tool key (see chapter II). Tool command returns a command string typed in by the 
user, tool number returns a typed integer number. 
Inside a database user two abstract tools have been defined, information request and 
reservation request, both of which accept a request from a user (agent) and send the 
request in the appropriate format to the database manager. After the request of the user 
has been sent to the database manager, the user process waits for the answer which will be 
sent to basic tool answer. The answer received is displayed on the agent's terminal. 
The print statement used in ITM is replaced in this example by the send to the 
terminal. A concurrent interactive program must be able to make a distinction between 
the terminal it is connected with and other processes. Note also that in the input rule it is 
now specified that a user request is expected from the terminal. In ITM this was implicitly 
always the case. 
The airline reservation system is a good example of an interactive program, probably 
spread across a broad geographical area, which communicates with one central database 
system. However, the system described above is not completely realistic; for instance it 
should also be possible to update the database. 
β.6.5 Semaphore 
Signals are often used to establish process synchronization. A semaphore [DIJK68] 
can be realized easily with the help of a special process semaphore (6.12) 
tool semaphore = input (lmutex>0¡:P + V)$ end; 
int mutex; 
tool Ρ = receive; 
mutex —:= 1 
end; 
tool V = receive; 
mutex +:= 1 
end; 
init mutex := I 
end 
end 
Figure 6.12 : Process semaphore. 
Process semaphore accepts an infinite number of signals to its basic tools Ρ and V. The 
integer variable mutex is increased after an acceptance of a signal to V and decreased after 
an acceptance of a signal to P. A sender to basic tool Ρ of process semaphore will have to 
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wait until this signal is accepted. Such an acceptance will not take place if the number of 
signals to V is less than the number of signals to P. 
tool a user of semaphore = input e/»«/; 
send .P; 
# critical section # 
send .V; 
end 
Figure 6.13 : A process using the semaphore process. 
The semaphores are used in the example given in fig. 6.13 to protect a critical section. 
If every process would precede its critical section with a signal to Ρ and follow with a 
signal to V it would be guaranteed that at most one process at a time executes in its critical 
section. Such a critical section could be of use if, for instance, a process wants exclusive 
use of a resource. There is, however, no real need for semaphores and the like in ITP. The 
printer example (see figure 6.4) demonstrates how a process can become the only user of a 
resource by specifying dynamically alterable target groups. Synchronization of tool 
processes is completely controlled by the input rule specifications of the processes 
involved. 
Notice that the send rule used in the process of figure 6.13 is of type Sb. A send of 
type Spb would be safer (send semaphore. Ρ, send semaphore. V) and necessary if there 
exist more processes with basic tools Ρ and V accepting a signal. 
It is possible in ITP to create a family of processes. A family of processes is 
characterized by the main tool having instance parameters. A particular member of a 
family of processes is identified by the value of its instance parameters. 
tool binary semaphore[int i] = input (P ; V)$ end; 
tool Ρ = receive 
end; 
tool V = receive 
end 
end 
Figure 6.14 : Process binary semaphore. 
A general definition of a binary semaphore is given in figure 6.14. There may exist a 
family of instances of binary semaphore at a time. Each time a member of the family 
binary semaphore is started, a new instance of main tool binary semaphore is created. As 
with normal tools, the actual value of the instance parameter is determined by the creator 
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(such as the operating system or a parent tool). This value may not be equal to the 
instance parameter of already executing instances of binary semaphore. The actual value 
of the instance parameter of main tool binary semaphore is used to identify instances of 
this process. Such an actual instance parameter is considered to be part of the name of the 
process. For example, another process may send information to such an instance via send 
binary semaphore[k].P. Only the instance for which the value of the actual instance 
parameter of the main tool is equal to k, will be able to accept such a signal. 
6.6.6 Dining philosophers 
This problem, originally due to Dijkstra, is quoted from Hoare [HOA78]: "Five 
philosophers spend their lives thinking and eating. The philosophers share a common 
dining room where there is a circular table surrounded by five chairs, each belonging to 
one philosopher. In the center of the table there is a large bowl of spaghetti, and the table 
is laid with five forks. On feeling hungry, a philosopher enters the dining room, sits in his 
own chair, and picks up the fork on the left of his place. Unfortunately, the spaghetti is so 
tangled that he needs to pick up and use the fork on his right as well. When he has 
finished, he puts down both forks, and leaves the room. The room should keep a count of 
the number of philosophers in it." 
In the solution given in this section the following processes play a role: one process for 
each philosopher (philfij, see fig. 6.15), one process for each fork (fork[i], see fig. 6.17), 
tool phil[mt ι] = 
input (hunger —* getmeal + inspiration -» think)* , god-* die 
end, 
process name hunger, inspiration, god, room, fork[], 
tool getmeal = receive, 
send room enter, 
send & {fork[i], fork[(i+ l)mod5]} pickup, 
EAT, 
send & {fork[i], fork[(i+ l)mod5]} putdown, 
send room exit 
end, 
tool think = receive, 
THINK 
end, 
tool die = receive 
end 
end 
Figure 6 15 Process phil[i] 
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one process simulating the room (room, see fig. 6.16). The processes hunger, inspiration 
and god are here not specified, under the assumption that they speak for themselves. 
Deadlock, which causes starvation of the philosophers, is prevented by never allowing 
more than 4 philosophers in the dining room. 
Process phil[i] accepts a number of signals to its basic tools getmeal (from process 
hunger) and think (from process inspiration). When a signal to think is accepted, the 
philosopher starts thinking. When a signal to getmeal is accepted, the philosopher tries to 
get a meal. In order to get a meal a philosopher asks room for permission to enter. The 
permission will be denied if there are too many philosophers in the room. Permission is 
given by room via the acceptance of the send from the philosopher. If the philosopher is in 
the room he tries to pick up the forks. Via the and—send two signals are sent 
simultaneously. In this way a philosopher has a fair chance of getting a free fork. When 
both pickup signals are accepted philfi] starts to eat. After eating the spaghetti the 
philosopher puts down both forks, again via one send rule. Finally the philosopher signals 
room that he wants to leave. Due to the input rule of the main tool, the life of a 
philosopher will end as soon as process god signals basic tool die. 
tool room = 
input ( (phil[0..4]} -» (loccupancy<4l:enter + exit) )$ 
end; 
process name phil[]; 
int occupancy; 
tool enter = receive; 
occupancy +:= Ì 
end; 
tool exit = receive; 
occupancy —:= 1 
end; 
init occupancy := 0 
end 
end 
Figure 6.16 : Process room. 
The notation phil[0..4] used in figure 6.16 is a shorthand for: phil[0], phil[l], phil[2], 
phil[3], phil[4). The integer variable occupancy counts the number of philosophers who 
are in the room. Process room accepts an infinite number of enters or exits, but an enter 
will not be accepted if there are four philosophers in the room. 
A fork process accepts pickups and putdowns signalled from the philosophers sitting 
to the left and the right of it. Notice that fork accepts only aputdown from the philosopher 
who sent the previous pickup, since one member of the process set has to match the whole 
tool expression indicated (pickup ; putdowri). 
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tool fork[int ι] = 
input ( {phil[(i- l)inod5], phil[i]} —• (pickup , putdown) )$ 
end, 
process name phil[], 
tool pickup = receive 
end, 
tool putdown = receive 
end 
end 
Figure 6 17 Process fork[i] 
6.7 Remaining issues 
The primitives available in ITP make a very flexible communication between 
processes possible. Still there are a number of issues such as broadcasting, time—out 
handling, error detection etc. which have not been incorporated m this basis model. These 
refinements are considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis. See also chapter IX in 
which suggestions are given for future research. 
6.8 Syntax 
In this section the additional production rules are given for extending ITM to ITP (see 
ITM syntax, section 2.8). One production rule (marked with •) of ITM is extended. The 
send statement is a new type of statement needed for inter—process communication and 
may be part of an ink section or a tool body. Additional abbreviations used in the syntax 
[WIJN76] are: 
NOTION-brace · left-brace-symbol, NOTION, right-brace-symbol 
NOTION-interleaf : NOTION, 
NOTION, and-symbol, NOTION-interleaf 
NOTION-select NOTION, 
NOTION, or-symbol, NOTION-select 
6.8.1 Tool process 
tool—process 
tool—program 
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6.8.2 Input rule 
*secondary 
tertiary, 
source, destination—operator, tertiary 
source —process, 
source—process—set 
source—process 
process —designator 
process—designator 
process—name, 
process—variable, 
receiver—symbol, 
sender—symbol 
process—name 
main—tool—designator 
main—tool—designator 
tool—designator 
process—variable 
identifier 
source —process—set 
process—set—identifier, 
process—set—denotation 
process—set—denotation 
process—designator—list—brace 
destination—operator 
destination—symbol 
6.8.3 Send statement 
send—statement 
or—send, telegrams—option, 
and—send, telegrams—option 
or—send 
send—symbol, or—symbol—option 
telegrams 
telegram—interleaf, 
telegram -select 
telegram 
destination, message—option, 
message 
destination 
process—destination, basic—tool—destination—option, 
process—destination—set, basic—tool—destination—option, 
basic—tool—destination 
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process—destination 
process—designator 
basic - tool-destination 
dot—symbol, basic—tool—identifier 
process—destination—set 
process—set—identifier, 
process—set—denotation 
message 
unit—list—pack 
and—send 
send—symbol, and—symbol 
β.8.4 Representation 
symbol: 
destination 
dot 
left—brace 
receiver 
right—brace 
send 
sender 
representation: 
{ 
receiver 
} 
send 
sender 
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VII. Implementation ITP 
In this chapter an implementation of the Input Tool Process model is described. This 
ITP implementation is a true extension of the ITM implementation described in chapter 
III. 
Every concurrent Ctool program (Ctool process) is connected with a special process, 
the arbiter, of which several may exist. Ctool processes can only communicate with each 
other indirectly, namely via the arbiters to which they are connected. An arbiter 
maintains a process table containing information about all connected Ctool processes. 
Using this information it tries to find a destination for each outstanding message. 
If processes are distributed across a network of processors there must be at least one 
arbiter executing on each processor. Arbiters may also be connected to each other, thus 
creating a network of arbiters. An arbiter may ask a connected arbiter to find a 
destination for a particular outstanding message. In this way inter—process 
communication is made possible across any network of arbiters, hence across any network 
of processors, without the user being aware of the network topology. 
7.1 Implementation considerations 
An implementation of ITP is desired for reasons similar to those for the 
implementation of the sequential ITM model. First of all it should give a better grasp of 
the problems and possibilities of the theoretical model, especially in complex send and 
receive situations in which senders and receivers do not specify each other 
unambiguously. Furthermore it should give better insight into the overhead costs of the 
model. 
Since ITP is a true extension of ITM, clearly an extension of the present ITM 
implementation should be attempted (see chapter III). However, the extensions should 
not have repercussions on non concurrent interactive (ITM) programs. 
Complex send and receive situations may arise in ITP. Depending on the actual 
situation at run—time, a decision has to be made as to which of the outstanding sends 
should be mapped onto which of the outstanding receives. The information which is 
needed to make these decisions is spread across all processes executing. To minimize 
complexity of algorithms the choice has been made to centralize the administration as far 
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as needed and possible. Such a central administration is governed by a process, the 
arbiter. 
7.2 Extensions in exist ing software 
The extensions made in the existing ITM software (see chapter III) are discussed in 
the following sub—sections. 
7.2.1 The preprocessor 
The extended preprocessor recognizes the destination symbol in the input rule of a 
Ctool process. In the usual manner this will result in a special case entry inside the С 
routine generated by the preprocessor. Executing this special case at run—time will insert 
a node in the parse tree representing the destination operator. Such a node also refers to 
the set of processes allowed to match the subtree with this "destination node" as root. 
Since a set is not one of the available data structures of the С language, sets are 
simulated via lists of string variables (in reality row of chars). These "sets" can be altered 
dynamically by means of string manipulation. The number of members of such a "set" has 
an upper limit. 
A send rule in an init part or tool body of a tool is converted into a call to a normal С 
routine (the routine send) with appropriate arguments. 
The current implementation does not (yet) support the feature that several messages 
may be sent via one send rule using &— and -/-—operators. These send rules are inserted 
in the formal ITP model as a result of the experience with the implementation. However, 
the present implementation can easily be extended in order to support this feature. 
7.2.2 The parser 
Each Ctool process contains a parser. This parser determines, during an init pass of a 
Ctool process (routine inittool), which processes are allowed to trigger each of the active 
basic tools of that Ctool process. This information is passed to the arbiter which controls 
this process. Following this, the (receiving) Ctool process waits for a message sent to one 
of its active basic tools by an indicated source process. The received message will be 
assigned to the receive parameters of the basic tool thus triggered. 
The С routine send informs the arbiter of the set of possible destinations for each 
message. Subsequently the (sending) Ctool process is suspended until the arbiter has 
found a destination. If such a destination is found, the message will be shipped to the 
arbiter which will deliver the message to its destination. 
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7.2.3 Basic tools and libraries 
The programmer of a concurrent Ctool program (Ctool process) may freely define 
basic tools. Special libraries are needed for concurrent Ctool programs and concurrent 
interactive Ctool programs. As with interactive programs, the library needed for a 
concurrent interactive program is device dependent. 
7.3 Communication realization 
The communication between processes is realized by ports. Ports are an extension of 
the pipe inter—process communication facility of Unix [RIT78]. Pipes only allow 
communication between processes descending from a single process. Ports are named 
pipes, accessible from arbitrary processes. A process must know the name of the port in 
order to read from it or to write to it. Several processes may write to one particular port, 
but the messages retain their identity. 
7.3.1 Process - arbiter communication 
Ctool processes never communicate with each other directly. A Ctool process only 
communicates directly with its arbiter (see fig. 7.1). 
Ctool 
Process 1 Arbiter I 
Ctool 
Process 2 
Figure 7.1 : process — arbiter communication. 
For each executing process (Ctool process as well an arbiter process) a port is created 
and named after that process. Every Ctool process, and also the arbiter process, reads 
from the port with the corresponding name. Port names are unique since the names of all 
processes are supposed to be unique (including the names of the arbiter processes). All 
Ctool processes belonging to one arbiter write to a single arbiter port. If an arbiter has 
information for a specific connected Ctool process, it writes this information to the port 
named after that process. 
Consider the situation illustrated by figure 7.1 and assume that Ctool Process 1 wants 
to send a message to Ctool Process 2. This message must first be shipped to Arbiter I 
which in turn will ship it to Ctool Process 2. 
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7.3.2 Arbiter - arbiter communication 
There may exist several arbiters. It is possible to connect an arbiter to one or more 
other arbiters, thus creating a network of arbiters. Arbiters are aware of the topology of 
the network. It is in principle possible to change this topology at run—time. When an 
arbiter has information for another arbiter it writes this information to the port named 
after that arbiter. 
Ctool 
Process 1 — 
Ctool 
Process 3 
Figure 7.2 : Arbiter — arbiter communication. 
Consider the situation illustrated by figure 7.2 and assume that Ctool Process 1 wants 
to send a message to Ctool Process 3. This message must first be shipped to Arbiter I 
which in turn will ship it to Arbiter II. Arbiter II finally will ship it to Ctool process 3. 
7.4 The arbiter 
An arbiter may be regarded as a kind of service-hatch to which all information 
needed to make a mapping decision is available. Mapping of sending and receiving 
processes will take place on a first come — first serve basis. A send of type S will never be 
mapped onto a receive of type R (see section 6.5) in order to avoid unwanted mappings. 
The main task of an arbiter is to find a destination for each outstanding message. Globally 
this is realized in the following way: 
When a process is started, it is assigned to an arbiter. The Ctool process at that time 
informs its arbiter that it is executing. It also informs its arbiter when its execution 
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ends. These actions are respectively performed in the routines start and stop (see 
section 3.5). 
— The arbiter administers connected Ctool processes in its process table. This table 
contains, among other things, the status of the Ctool processes. The status of a 
process may be executing, requesting to send, sending, requesting to receive or 
receiving. All processes requesting to send are administered in a linked list, in the 
order in which they signed in as requesting to send. The same holds for the processes 
requesting to receive. The arbiter will search for a destination as soon as a process 
signs in (in the send routine) as requesting to send. The arbiter will search for a source 
process as soon as a process signs in (in the wait routine, see section 3.5) as requesting 
to receive. 
— If senders and receivers have specified each other unambiguously the arbiter will 
perform the mapping if they are in the proper state: the sender must be willing to send 
to the receiver and the receiver must be willing to receive the message from the 
sender. If a process which is willing to send or willing to receive did not specify its 
partner unambiguously, the arbiter will search through the appropriate linked lists for 
a partner in the proper state. All the information needed is passed to the arbiter by 
the Ctool processes (see section 7.2.2). 
— If an arbiter cannot find a destination it will ask the connected arbiters to search for it. 
An arbiter may broadcast a search request to its neighboring arbiters which in turn, if 
they cannot find a destination either, may send the request to their neighbors, and so 
on. When one of these arbiters finds a destination it responds to the outstanding 
search request. If it cannot find a destination it will store the request in the hope that 
such a destination will be found in the future. Also if a destination is found at a later 
time there will be a positive response to the requesting arbiter. The requesting arbiter 
may receive more than one positive response to its request. The reply received first 
will be used for mapping, all other replies will be cancelled. 
— If the arbiter itself or one of its neighbors finds a destination for a particular message, 
an acknowledge is sent to the process requesting to send. Hereafter the process sends 
the message to its arbiter, which will ship it to the process willing to receive or to an 
appropriate neighboring arbiter which takes care of further delivery. During the 
message transport, the status of the sending process is set to sending while the status 
of the receiving process is set to receiving. After the acceptance of the message by the 
receiving process the status of receiver is set to executing. Finally a sending process 
gets an acknowledgement from its arbiter that the message is shipped correctly and its 
status is also set to executing. 
Notice that there are at least six port transfers necessary for the transfer of one single 
message between two processes: 
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1. an executing process signs in as requesting to receive; 
2. an executing process signs in as requesting to send; 
3. the arbiter asks the process requesting to send to send its message; 
4. the sending process sends its message to the arbiter; 
5. the receiving process receives the message from the arbiter and may continue its 
execution; 
6. the sending process gets an acknowledgement from the arbiter to continue its 
execution. 
The administration of the arbiter process is also used to detect (simple) errors. No 
attempt is made to cover all possible errors that might arise. The arbiters will warn 
processes in case of (simple) deadlock situations, abnormal termination of processes, 
transport problems, network problems and addressing problems. If possible, retries are 
made in the case that a message did not reach the destination after all. The administration 
is also used for automatic start—up of service processes that are not currently executing. 
7.5 Results 
The type of arbiter used in the implementation has certain advantages and 
disadvantages. 
— A central administration makes the amount of overhead needed for a mapping 
decision in complex send and receive situations relatively small. The overhead cost 
will increase when the number of connected arbiters increases. However, in the most 
common case with unambiguous sender and receiver specification, this overhead will 
be relatively small. 
— Inter—process communication across a network of processors can be handled easily 
with an arbiter executing on each processor. An arbiter serves as an interface between 
a Ctool process and the rest of the world. 
— For reasons of protection a cluster of processes may use a dedicated arbiter or 
network of arbiters. For such a cluster of processes, which execute in a closed 
environment, different mapping algorithms may be used. 
— A disadvantage is that arbiters form a bottleneck in the communication system: all 
requests are read in from the port and processed by the arbiter one after another. 
Consequently, a process which signs in must wait until the arbiter has processed all 
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requests outstanding in its port, each request being a part of a complete message 
transfer protocol. 
To extend the implementation of ITM to an implementation of ITP, a negligible 
extension of the preprocessor had to be made, while the parser was extended by about 300 
С statements. The algorithms and communication protocols needed were not too complex 
due to the use of arbiters. The arbiter process is written in С and contains about 1100 С 
statements. 
The time needed for message exchange depends on the work load of the computer 
systems, the network configuration, the way the communicating processes are distributed 
across the network, and the complexity of the outstanding sends and receives. In 
particular, sends without a specification of the destination are costly, since in such a case 
an arbiter may have to ask its neighboring arbiters to find a destination. A lot of 
inter—arbiter communication may be the result. 
At our installation the time needed by the arbiter to determine a map is negligible 
compared with the time needed by the system for a message transfer through a port. 
Therefore, the time needed for a complete message transfer between two processes is 
mainly determined by the number of port transfers an arbiter has to accomplish at a 
certain moment. As discussed above there are at least six port transfers necessary for the 
transfer of one single message between two processes. The maximum number of port 
transfers on one processor is about 50 per CPU—second. However, another even more 
severe bottleneck is formed by the number and the size of the communicating processes: 
performance slows down enormously when the communicating processes, such as 
arbiters, are swapped out. In order to decrease the time needed for a message transfer, 
one could assign higher priorities to the arbiter and processes in communication. Also 
there is no reason why major parts of the arbiter could not, in principle, be made available 
in firmware. In some cases (type SpbIRp) an arbiter is not really needed and the message 
could be transferred directly. Direct message transfer between two communicating 
processes is also possible as soon as the communication partners have been determined by 
the arbiter. In this way, for instance, the minimal number of port transfers needed for the 
transfer of a message, between two processes connected with the same arbiter, can be 
reduced to four. 
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VIII. Other models and ITP 
In this chapter the concurrent Input Tool Process model is compared with 
concurrency models proposed by others. Of principal interest are models in which every 
process executes in its own, independent environment, and thus only communicates with 
other processes by means of some form of message exchange. Models recently introduced 
by Hoare (CSP, [HOA78]), Brinch Hansen (Distributed Processes, [BRIN78]), Feldman 
(PLITS, [FELD79]), Ichbiah et al (ADA, [ICH79]) and by Mao and Yeh 
(Communication Ports, [MAO80]) are discussed here. Particular attention is paid to the 
type of target group specification which can be performed by the sending and receiving 
processes, issues of synchronization and truly parallel processing. 
8.1 Communicating Sequential Processes 
Hoare has proposed the use of Communicating Sequential Processes [HOA78] as the 
basis of a concurrent programming language. His CSP model has many similarities to ITP. 
As in ITP, the synchronization between processes is accomplished with the help of input 
(receive) and output (send) constructs. A sending process is suspended until a destination 
is found and vice versa. An output construct has in general the following form: 
process name ! constructor (message) 
The message is sent to process process name, where the constructor is an optional extra 
identification component of the message. An input construct has in general the following 
form: 
process name ? constructor (receive parameters) 
A message is expected from process process name. The received message will be assigned 
to the receive parameters. The specification of the process name is not optional: sender 
and receiver are always required to name each other explicitly. Furthermore, if there are 
constructors specified by the sender or the receiver, the constructors must be identical. 
This may be compared to requiring a sender in ITP to name the basic tool destination. 
It is convenient to be able to classify the type(s) of target group specification which can 
be performed by the sending and receiving processes, therefore the term N-out/M-in is 
introduced: N refers to the number of possible destinations a sending (calling) process can 
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specify for one message with one single send (call) primitive; M refers to the number of 
allowed sources a receiving process (callee) can specify for one message with one single 
receive (accept) primitive. In CSP the target group specification is of type 
one—out/one—in. 
Like tool processes, CSP processes are input driven. The function of the input rules in 
ITP is realized in CSP with the help of a modified version of Dijkstra's guarded commands 
[DIJK75]. Such a modified guarded command has the form: 
guard —• command list 
A guard may contain boolean expressions and may end with an input construct. If all the 
boolean expressions specified yield true and the input as specified in the guard is present, 
the guard becomes true and the command list is executed. If all the boolean expressions 
specified yield true but the input as specified in the guard is not yet available, the 
evaluation of the guards is postponed until the input arrives (the guard becomes true) or 
the process from which input is expected has terminated (the guard becomes false). A 
guard is also false if one of the boolean expressions yields false. 
With the help of the /7-operator (equivalent to the ^-operator in ITP) it is possible 
to combine alternative guarded commands into one compound guarded command. The 
command succeeds when one of the guards is true. Such a command fails if all alternatives 
fail. Also a repetitive command can be constructed with the help of the »—operator which 
precedes the command to be repeated. A repetitive command ends when all guards fail. 
Furthermore, nesting (embedded tool input rules in ITP) and sequencing (/—operator in 
ITP) of guarded commands is possible. 
Output constructs are not allowed in guards, but may appear anywhere in a command 
list. An input construct may appear in guards as well as in command lists. 
SEMAPHORE :: 
[ mutex : integer; 
mutex := / ; 
*[ mutex > 0; X?PO —> mutex :— mutex — Ì 
0 X?VO -> mutex := mutex + I 
0 mutex > 0; Y?P() —* mutex := mutex — 1 
0 Y?V0 - » mutex .= mutex + 1 
J 
] 
Figure 8.1 : Semaphore programmed in CSP. 
Figure 8.1 shows how a semaphore can be programmed in CSP. Compare this 
solution with the ITP solution in chapter VI (figure 6.12). A disadvantage of Hoare's 
approach is demonstrated by this example: Process SEMAPHORE must explicitly name 
the processes from which it expects input. Therefore in this example only the two (!) 
processes X and У may signal SEMAPHORE.'V() and SEMAPHOREIPQ. Even if some 
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renaming facility is provided allowing other processes to disguise themselves as process X 
or Y, the obligation of senders and receivers to identify each other and the disadvantage 
that the number of processes has to be stated in advance makes Hoare's approach less 
powerful than the ITP approach with its dynamically alterable sets. Service processes are 
therefore hard to realize in CSP. CSP is a rather static language compared with ITP, 
which makes the model unsuitable for environments in which processes are dynamically 
created. 
8.2 Distributed Processes 
Brinch Hansen proposes a language construct called Distributed Processes (DP) 
[BRIN78]. In general such a process has the following form: 
process process name 
own variables 
common procedures 
initial statement 
Process communication is realized by procedure calls: A process may call a common 
procedure of another process. Such a procedure may have input and output parameters 
which are used for the exchange of information. The target group specification is of type 
one—out/many—in: the caller uniquely names the called procedure while the callee cannot 
restrict its callers. 
When a process is started, it begins to execute its initial statement. Hereafter, the 
process either executes its initial statement or it executes a call from another process to 
one of its common procedures (external request). These executions are performed one at 
a time by interleaving; a process switches only from one execution to another when an 
execution terminates or when it has to wait for a condition within a guarded region (see 
[BRIN78a]). A guarded region (specified with a when clause) is similar to a guarded 
command. Unlike the guarded commands, however, if all guards fail in a guarded region a 
process will wait until one or more of the guards become true. Subsequently, an arbitrary 
choice among the alternatives will be made. Note that Dijkstra's guarded command fails 
process semaphore; 
mutex : integer 
proc Ρ when mutex>0: mutex := mutex — I end 
proc V; mutex := mutex + 1 
mutex : = / 
Figure 8.2 : Distributed semaphore process. 
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# own variable # 
# common procedure # 
# common procedure # 
# initialization # 
and is skipped when all guards fail. A guarded region can delay an operation, but a 
guarded command cannot. 
Figure 8.2 shows how a semaphore can be programmed as a distributed process. 
Initially mutex is set. Hereafter process semaphore will accept calls from any other process 
to its common procedures Ρ (call semaphore. P) and V (call semaphore. V). The execution 
of procedure Ρ will be suspended if mutex is not positive, due to the guarded region. In 
that case procedure Ρ can only continue after another process has called procedure V and 
thus increased mutex. 
Distributed processes are particularly useful when the communication between the 
processes mainly consists of asking questions (with the help of the input parameters) to 
other (service) processes. However, the answer (via the output parameters) will not arrive 
until the common procedure called is completely finished. Meanwhile the calling process 
is suspended. Therefore straightforward application of the model will usually result in 
sequential rather than parallel solutions. Real parallel solutions are possible but become 
rather complex since the synchronization needed between the common procedures and 
initial statement must be controlled completely with the use of guarded regions. 
8.3 P U T S 
In PLITS [FELD79] the communication between concurrent, named modules 
(processes) is achieved with the help of send and receive primitives which may appear at 
any place inside these modules. Message slots (like basic tools) may be defined in a 
module which determines the type of messages that can be sent and received (keyword 
public). Messages can be built with the help of the type constructor message. An object of 
type message has all the public slot names as potential field names. 
A send primitive has the following general form: 
Send my message To process name About transaction key 
The specification of the transaction key is optional. A transaction key is an extra 
identification component of a message (some unique value), which is particularly useful 
when the receiving process has not specified a sender. It can for instance be used to 
protect messages. 
In contrast to previously discussed models, a sender is not suspended until the 
indicated destination has received the message. This increases the amount of parallelism. 
On the other hand it has the disadvantage that the synchronization between processes is 
harder to realize. Furthermore queues have to be maintained to store the messages 
received, while a large number of semantic primitives are needed to handle the queues. 
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A receive primitive has in general the following form: 
Receive receive parameters From process name About transaction key 
The specification of the process name and transaction key is optional. This makes it 
possible for a receiver to select messages from any process as long as the message is sent 
with the indicated transaction key, from one specific process or from one specific process 
with one specific transaction key. A receiver is suspended if no message is present which 
fits. The order in which received messages are selected is controlled by normal language 
primitives. Via a so called Pending statement a receiver is able to inspect a message queue 
in order to determine if a message is present sent by a specific process or with a specific 
transaction key. Unfortunately there is no possibility to select a message depending on its 
type-
Since the receiver is not able to prevent the receiving of the message sent, the target 
group specification basically is of type one—out/many—in. However, with the available 
primitives a process can make a selection out of the received messages in such a way that 
the effect is the same as specifications of type one—out/one—in or one—out/many—in. 
Const Semaphore = mod 
Begin Public Recipient : module 
var Sender : message 
Psemaphore : transaction 
Vsemaphore : transaction 
Mutex : integer 
Mutex := I 
Psemaphore := New Transaction # some unique value # 
Vsemaphore := New Transaction # some unique value # 
# exchange transaction keys with Users # 
While True Do 
Begin While Mutex > 0 And Pending About Psemaphore Do 
Receive Sender About Psemaphore 
Send message(Recipient «- Me) 
To Sender. Recipient About Psemaphore 
Mutex := Mutex — 1 
End While loop 
If Pending About Vsemaphore Then 
Begin Receive Sender About Vsemaphore 
Mutex := Mutex + I 
End If statement 
End While loop 
End 
Figure 8.3 : Semaphore programmed in PUTS. 
Figure 8.3 shows how a semaphore may be programmed in PLITS. The structure and 
the complexity of this example differs from the previous ones since the send statement 
does not imply a wait. In Semaphore there is a message slot defined (Recipient) which is 
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able to receive a module name Process Semaphore inspects its queue to see if there are 
processes which have sent their name, but will only react upon messages sent with 
transaction key Psemaphore or Vsemaphore Any other process may send its name to 
Semaphore, but they need to have the same type of message slot as defined in Semaphore 
Const User = mod 
Begin Public Recipient module 
var Sender message 
Psemaphore transaction 
Vsemaphore transaction 
# fetch transaction keys from Semaphore # 
Send message!Recipient *— Me) To Semaphore About Psemaphore 
Receive Sender From Semaphore About Psemaphore 
# critical section # 
Send message!Recipient <— Me) To Semaphore About Vsemaphore 
End 
Figure 8 4 PUTS module using the semaphore 
An example of a process using the semaphore process is given in figure 8 4 This 
process uses the semaphore to protect a critical section A process issuing a "P" must be 
suspended when mutex is not positive Therefore the process waits for an 
acknowledgement from Semaphore before it enters the critical section It is assumed that 
all processes using the semaphore know the values of the transaction keys Psemaphore 
and Vsemaphore However, these values have to be created explicitly by a process (in this 
example by process Semaphore) which must send it to all Users The transfers of the 
transaction keys is disregarded in the examples above since this would make the examples 
even more complicated then they already are 
The (many) constructs available in PLITS allow a more flexible send and receive 
specification (especially at the receiving side) than possible in CSP or in the model of 
Bnnch Hansen On the other hand the specification of the send and receive primitives at 
any place inside a process module makes the structure of larger programs hard to 
understand 
8.4 ADA 
In ADA [ICH79] the communication between concurrent processes, called tasks, is 
realized by a procedure call mechanism which resembles the common procedures of 
Bnnch Hansen The available "common procedures" are here called entries and are 
declared in the specification part of a task Other tasks may call such an entry and are 
suspended until the call has been accepted by the callee A callee can accept a call via an 
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accept statement which may appear anywhere in the body of a task and which has in 
general the following form: 
accept ENTRY NAME (in parameters ; out parameters) do 
actions 
end 
With this statement process PROCESS NAME accepts a call to its entry ENTRY NAME 
from any other process. An outside caller has to specify the name of the entry as well as 
the name of the process (called via PROCESS NAME. ENTRY NAME). It is not possible 
for a callee to select its callers. A callee is suspended if no process has called the entry 
specified in the accept statement. In ADA the target group specification is of type 
one—out/many—in. 
All calls outstanding are stored in a fifo queue available for each entry. Furthermore 
there is a counter for each entry indicating the number of calls outstanding in the 
corresponding queue. When there is a rendezvous (that is when a call to a certain entry is 
accepted), the input parameters of the caller are copied, the (optional) actions specified in 
the accept statement are performed and, at the end of the accept statement, output 
parameters are returned to the caller which thereafter can continue its execution. The 
specification of the parameters and actions in the accept statement is optional. 
A choice between several accept statements can be achieved using the select 
statement (like the -/--operator in ITP). Each alternative of a select statement may be 
guarded (keyword when) with a condition (like the prefix test in ITP). Besides these 
special constructs normal language primitives may be used, such as sequencing of accept 
statements (/-operator) or for repetition (the loop construct in ADA). A simple example 
of an ADA task is given in figure 8.5. 
fos* SEMAPHORE is 
entry P; 
entry V; 
end; 
task body SEMAPHORE is 
MUTEX : INTEGER := Ì; 
begin 
loop 
select 
accept V; 
MUTEX .= MUTEX + 1; 
or when MUTEX > 0 
accept P; 
MUTEX .= MUTEX - I; 
end select-
end loop; 
end; 
Figure 8.5 : Semaphore programmed in ADA. 
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There are important differences between ADA and the model of Brinch Hansen. In 
ADA a single entry point called may result in different accept actions. The action 
performed depends on the accept statement in execution, hidden inside the executable 
code of a task. The order in which calls are accepted is controlled by the environment of 
the accept statements. This is in contrast to the common procedures of Brinch Hansen 
where each procedure has exactly one body, of which the execution order is governed 
inside the procedure bodies with the help of the guarded regions. In both approaches 
ordering of acceptance or executions, in cases of complex calling protocols give rise to 
programs which are hard to understand, in strong contrast with the clear input 
specification of ITP. How such an input specification would improve ADA is 
demonstrated in [STR80]. 
Besides the constructs discussed above, ADA provides communication constructs 
which are not so suitable for distributed concurrent processes. For instance, a task may 
have subtasks which refer to global data requiring shared memory. Furthermore one may 
declare procedure entries inside a task. Procedure entries can be called by other tasks as 
normal entries. Inside a procedure entry, calls can be made to the normal entries of the 
task, making it easy to realize a certain protocol of entry calls without the user being 
aware of it. It is nice to be able to specify a protocol by the task which demands that 
protocol. However, procedure entries are executed by the caller and not by the callee as is 
the case with normal entries. Consequently, as mentioned in the ADA Rationale 
[ICH79], procedure entries are not so suitable for distributed processes. 
8.5 Communication Ports 
Mao and Yeh [MAO80] introduce a language concept for concurrent programming 
called Communication Ports (CP). Their model has many similarities (and therefore 
shares a lot of advantages and disadvantages) with the model of Brinch Hansen and with 
ADA in that a procedure call mechanism is used (see previous sections). A calling process 
is called a servant. A servant may try to connect itself with a communication port (basic 
tool in ITP, common procedure in DP, entry in ADA) of another process, the master of 
the port. A port has in general the following form: 
port portname (in parameters ; out parameters); 
condition boolean expression; 
servant process names; 
begin actions 
endport 
A port may have input and output parameters used for message exchange. A port may be 
guarded (keyword condition). It is also possible in a port to specify the names of the 
servants which may call it. These names cannot be altered dynamically, although it is 
possible to select dynamically a particular member of a process array (for instance servant 
Q[n]). The dynamically alterable sets of ITP would be of particular use here. The target 
group specification varies from type one—out/one—in to one—out/many—in. 
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A port can be specified at any place in the executable code of a process (with the same 
disadvantages as mentioned in the ADA discussion) and its function is similar to the 
accept statement in ADA. A choice between several ports can be achieved by preceding 
each alternative port with the // symbol (-/--operator ITP, select statement ADA). 
Besides these special constructs normal language primitives may be used, such as for 
sequencing or for repetition of ports. 
process semaphore; 
var mutex : integer; 
begin 
mutex .= Ι,-
αχαΙβ 
//port V; 
servant Q[i 
begin 
η 
mutex 
endport 
//port P; 
condition mutex > 0; 
servant Q[l.. 10]; 
begin 
!! # disconnect last caller # 
mutex .= mutex — I; 
endport 
endcycle 
end 
Figure 8.6 : Semaphore programmed in CP. 
An example of a CP process is given in figure 8.6. In this example calls to the ports are 
only accepted from processes Q[l], Q[2], ..., β/70/ which may issue calls via a connect 
statement, such as connect semaphore. Ρ or connect semaphore.V. If the servant 
specification is omitted in a port, calls from any servant are accepted. 
When there is a rendezvous (see ADA discussion) the caller is suspended until 
explicitly disconnected by the callee via the disconnect statement (//)• This disconnect 
statement can be specified at any place in the executable code and has in general the 
following form: 
.'.' (process id) 
If the process identification is omitted, the last caller is disconnected. The primitive 
"servant'id" returns the process identification of the last process connected (sender 
primitive in ITP) and this value can be stored in a variable of type "process—id". 
Consequently it is not only possible to disconnect a servant as soon as the assignation to 
the output parameters is performed in the master, but also it is possible to disconnect 
.. W]; 
# disconnect last caller # 
:= mutex + 1; 
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servants at any time in any order. This is particularly useful for scheduling algorithms. 
8.6 Conclusions 
When ITP is compared with other recently introduced concurrency models (CSP, 
Distributed Processes, PLITS, ADA, CP) many similarities but also some major 
differences can be distinguished. The most important aspect of ITP, which is not present 
in any of the other models, is the complete separation of the input specification from the 
normal executable statements. This aspect together with the hierarchically structured 
manner in which the input can be specified increases the readability and clearness of the 
concurrent programs in which input plays such an important role. CSP is in this respect 
most closely related to ITP, since input constructs appear in CSP mostly (but not 
necessarily) in special places, namely as input guards. 
Faced with the choice between synchronous sends and receive without parallelism 
(the call primitive in DP, ADA and CP) or asynchronous send and receive primitives such 
as in PLITS (with all its concomitant message queing and queue handling functions), ITP 
(like CSP) chooses the middle road of synchronous message exchange with parallel 
processing. 
In ITP one can specify dynamically alterable classes of sources and target processes. 
Primitives are present to handle process names (sender and receiver primitive, set 
operators). Only PLITS and CP contain primitives allowing a specification of the senders 
from which input is accepted or selected, although these primitives are not so powerful as 
in ITP. ITP is the only model which has a target group specification which varies from 
one—out/one—in to many—out/many—in. Consequently it is much more complicated in 
the other models to send a message to one of many (service) processes. 
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IX. Final Remarks 
In this chapter some remarks are made about the presented language models, 
suggestions are given for improvements and alternative solutions. Furthermore some 
primitives are discussed which for one reason or the other have not been incorporated in 
the input tool models. Also some future areas for research are proposed. 
9.1 Side effects 
Complex languages can be defined with help of the input rule concept. However, 
undesired side effects may arise in the present tool models in cases of ambiguity and false 
postfix tests if tools are involved which have a global effect. In the sections 2.4 and 4.2 
solutions are presented to solve these problems, although they have certain 
disadvantages. Therefore future research should look for other solutions, perhaps by 
means of a proper mixture of the strategies discussed. 
The introduction of a tini section in a tool should be considered. The tini section is the 
counterpart of the init section. The actions described in the tini section should be executed 
when a tool is released. The statements in the tini section could undo the actions which are 
performed in the init section and eventually in the tool body, thus providing a modicum of 
backup. 
Θ.2 Well-formed input rules 
There are some input rule constructions which may cause decision problems, such as 
input rules ending with a Kleene star (see section 2.4). Some input rule constructs are 
therefore not allowed. Of particular interest is the question of how many restrictions are 
really needed and can be tolerated without losing too much expressive power. The 
restrictive rules should remain very simple. Therefore a theoretical analysis of the input 
tool model should be made, for example by means of denotational semantics (Lambda 
calculus, Petri nets etc.). This might lead to requirements for "well—formed" input rules. 
Also the possibility to allow recursion (not left recursion) should be investigated, which 
could be an alternative for Kleene star constructions. Recursion is in the present model 
not allowed, but this is mainly for historical reasons (the notation used in input rules is, to 
a large extent, based on path expressions). For esthetic reasons one might prefer to avoid 
postfix tests in input rules. It is likely that this can be achieved by letting the tools compute 
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the test in their tool body and return the success or failure to their active ancestors (see the 
CDL2 discussion in section 4.2). 
9.3 Parser 
The parser is also an interesting subject for future research. Although it is not 
formally a part of the input tool model, it plays an important role in the implementation. 
It would be interesting to investigate how the intelligence of the parser can be increased 
and how the knowledge of the parser can be of help and made available to the 
programmer and the user. Eventually this will have repercussions on the input tool model. 
Some examples are given below. 
Assume that a user makes many errors in a row, which means that the input generated 
cannot be matched by the parser. In such a situation the user may need additional 
information about the alternatives which are still available. The information that a user is 
making many errors can be used by the programmer, for example for adjusting the 
prompts in the init section of tools. The parser could simply count the number of errors 
made by the user at a particular point and this number could then be made accessible to 
the programmer via some kind of system variable. 
A more intelligent parser could inform the user about the outstanding alternatives. By 
means of a dialogue, the parser could help the user get back onto the right path again 
when it has come to the conclusion that the user has reached a dead end. Of course the 
programmer may provide help by means of programmed escape tools but an intelligent 
parser may use its knowledge of the situation to help the user, even without a detailed 
specification by the programmer or special actions of the user. This leads to the interesting 
area of artificial intelligence. New primitives are probably needed in order to control such 
increased intelligence of the parser. Of particular interest is the input rule due to its 
specification character. 
The parser handles the incoming and outgoing messages. Hence the parser knows 
how long it has waited for a message (event) or how long a request to send has been 
outstanding. This knowledge may be of interest to the programmer, for instance, for 
time—out handling. For a receiving process, one could use a basic tool timefelapsed wait 
time] which is matched by the parser when no other active basic tool is matched within the 
specified time—interval. In particular the combination of such a basic tool and escape 
tools is of interest. 
In one of our application programs we have defined a new type of basic tool for each 
command string which may be entered by the user. If such a basic tool is active, it can be 
triggered by entering the complete command string as well as by any non-ambiguous 
abbreviation of the command. In this way a program can remain user—friendly, adapting 
as it were to the expressive level of the user. These basic tools use run—time parser 
knowledge. Perhaps it is possible to increase the user—friendliness by developing more 
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such tolerant (basic) tools which accept several patterns without a detailed specification in 
the input rule. This leads into areas such as artificial intelligence and pattern recognition. 
Perhaps new operators are needed to support this type of input specification. 
9.4 Arbiter and target groups 
In ITP a sending process may specify the possible destinations for a particular 
message with various degrees of completeness. The same holds for a receiving process 
specifying its possible senders. In order to prevent unwanted mapping of senders and 
receivers it is very unlikely that in an open environment unspecified sends should be 
mapped onto unspecified receives. On the other hand very flexible communication can be 
provided by means of incomplete specification of senders and receivers if the mapping is 
controlled properly. In fact, the use of dynamically alterable sets (target groups) inside 
tool programs is a first attempt towards controlled flexibility of specification. 
In addition to the target group specification inside a tool program (local 
specifications), one can imagine target group specifications defined in the environment of 
the tool program (global specifications). The actual mapping strategy for a particular 
environment can be programmed by means of these local and global specifications. One 
could specify default target groups, allowed target groups and mapping rules for each 
situation. Classification and renaming mechanisms should be investigated. All this would 
help to prevent unintended mapping, to protect processes, to decrease inefficiency and to 
increase flexibility. At the implementation level this will probably lead to an arbiter whose 
mapping decisions are influenced (programmed) by the specifications inside the tool 
programs as well as by global rules, including those dictated by the operating system. 
Such an extended ITP model can also be of interest as a dataflow model. The arbiter 
can be considered as a manager of a dataflow machine programmed in some dataflow 
language, which controls the communication between tool processes. In such an 
environment tool processes are probably relatively simple and normally issue unspecified 
sends and receives. 
9.5 Communication primitives 
The ITP model presented needs to be developed in more detail. One has to keep in 
mind that we have been discussing a basic model. Some useful facilities are not yet 
incorporated in the model, such as broadcasting, error detection and recovery, time—out 
handling, primitives to create (start) processes, etc. These facilities should be discussed 
thoroughly in the context of the model. If consistent solutions can be found they should 
lead to more refined and complete versions of the present model. 
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A. Summary 
The interpretation of input is one of the most important and difficult tasks of a 
computer program which exchanges information with the user. These interactive 
programs are in general difficult to program, especially when the communication between 
the user and the computer program becomes more complex. Although such programs are 
increasingly used, most programming languages provide little or no support for 
developing interactive programs. The Input Tool Model (ITM), described in the first part 
of this thesis, is especially designed to support interaction. 
In ITM the programmer defines abstract objects which are called tools. The user can 
trigger these tools by performing a certain sequence of input activities, such as turning a 
number of dials. As soon as a tool is triggered, actions described in the tool are executed. 
The input activities that must be performed to trigger a tool are specified in the "input 
rule" of the tool. Input information, such as the new position of the dials, is passed to a 
tool when it is triggered and can be used in the action part. When a tool has performed the 
action, it in turn generates input information for other tools, defined on higher levels of 
abstraction. Such a high level tool is triggered if a sequence of input is generated which 
corresponds with the specification in its input rule. Thus the input for high level tools is 
produced by tools of a lower level, while the input for tools on the lowest level of 
abstraction (basic tools) is produced by the user with the help of the available physical 
input devices. A tool program is one abstract tool hierarchically composed of lower level 
tools. 
The approach taken in ITM has several advantages. The programmer can specify the 
expected input in a clear and structured manner. The input generated by the user can be 
analyzed automatically with the help of these specifications. There is a clear relationship 
between the actions to be performed and the input requested, which among other things 
can be used to encourage the user to generate input which satisfies the programmed 
specifications. It is easy for the programmer to change the input specifications. It is also 
simple to simulate unavailable physical input devices, thus increasing the portability of 
tool programs. 
There are many situations in which computer programs communicate with each other. 
In particular there is presently a growing interest in the communication between processes 
(programs) running on a network of connected computers. Clearly it is advantageous if 
the communication between these often complex processes could also be programmed in 
a clear and structured manner. There are, however, no language primitives available 
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which are comparable to the input specification method used in ITM. Fortunately, the 
communication between processes has many similarities with the communication between 
a single user and a single computer program. Consequently, it was relatively easy to 
generalize ITM to a model which supports the communication between computer 
programs as well as the communication between computer program(s) and human 
being(s). 
This generalization of ITM is called the Input Tool Process model (ITP) and is 
described in the second part of this thesis. In ITP one process can send information in the 
form of a message to a basic tool of another process. When, according to the input 
specification of the receiving process, such a message is expected from the sending 
process, the arrival of the message triggers that basic tool. The sending as well as the 
receiving process may specify its possible communication partners in a flexible manner. 
The sending process may (but does not have to) specify a specific destination for its 
message; it may also specify a class of possible destinations. A process which expects 
information may specify which senders may trigger which basic tools. Both the sending 
and the receiving process must wait until a proper communication partner has been found. 
Because the binding of sending and receiving processes is indivisible, ITP in principle 
offers a solution to general synchronization problems. 
An implementation of both models is also described in this thesis. ITM is imbedded in 
the programming language C. A special parser routine is added to every tool program, 
which analyzes and interprets the input. An implementation of ITP is obtained by 
extending the ITM implementation. Special processes, called arbiters, determine 
communication partners and handle the message transfer. There exists at least one arbiter 
on each computer on which process communication takes place. Arbiters communicate 
with each other in order to make communication possible in a network of computers. 
The input tool approach provides a powerful base to describe communication 
between independent processes. It can therefore be used for those areas in which this kind 
of communication is important. Typical examples include interactive systems, real—time 
process control systems and the communication between processes on a single computer 
or in a network of computers. 
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С. Samenvatting 
Een van de belangrijkste en moeilijkste taken die een computerprogramma moet 
verrichten om een dialoog met de gebruiker te kunnen voeren is het interpreteren van de 
invoergegevens. Een dergelijk interaktief computerprogramma is lastig te 
programmeren, vooral wanneer de communicatie tussen de gebruiker en het programma 
intensief en ingewikkeld is. Alhoewel interaktieve programma's steeds vaker worden 
gebruikt ontbreken in de meeste programmeertalen taaiprimitieven die het 
programmeren van dergelijke programma's ondersteunen. Het "Input Tool Model" 
(ITM), beschreven in het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift, is speciaal ontwikkeld om 
het programmeren van interaktieve programma's te vereenvoudigen. 
De programmeur definieert in ITM abstrakte Objekten ("tools"). De gebruiker kan 
door het verrichten van een bepaalde reeks handelingen, zoals het draaien aan een aantal 
knoppen, een stimulus geven aan een tooi. Hierdoor zal het tooi tot de aktie overgaan die 
in het tooi beschreven is. De handelingen die verricht moeten worden om een tool tot 
aktie te brengen (het aanslaan) staan beschreven in de "invoer regel" van een tooi. Bij het 
aanslaan wordt aan het tooi informatie overgedragen die gebruikt kan worden in de aktie 
(bijvoorbeeld de nieuwe stand van de knoppen). Bij het beëindigen van de aktie kan een 
tooi op zijn beurt informatie produceren voor andere tools gedefinieerd op een hoger 
niveau van abstraktie. In de invoer regel van een hoger niveau tooi is gespecificeerd in 
welke volgorde en van welke tools informatie ontvangen moet worden om het tooi aan te 
slaan. De invoer voor een tooi van een hoger abstraktieniveau wordt dus geproduceerd 
door tools van een lager niveau. De invoer voor de tools van het laagste abstraktieniveau 
(basis—tools) wordt geproduceerd door de gebruiker via de beschikbare 
invoerapparatuur. Een programmais niets anders dan één groot tooi, hierarchisch 
opgebouwd uit tools van een lager abstraktieniveau. 
Het Input Tool Model biedt verschillende voordelen. In ITM kan de programmeur 
het te verwachten invoer patroon op een duidelijke en gestruktureerde wijze specificeren. 
Aan de hand van deze specificaties wordt de invoer automatisch geanalyseerd. Er is een 
duidelijk relatie tussen de te verrichten akties en de daarvoor benodigde invoer gegevens, 
hetgeen onder andere gebruikt kan worden om de gebruiker te stimuleren invoer te geven 
die voldoet aan de opgestelde specificaties. De programmeur kan deze invoerspecificaties 
eenvoudig veranderen. Bovendien kan niet-beschikbare invoerapparatuur gemakkelijk 
gesimuleerd worden, hetgeen ook de overdraagbaarheid van dergelijke toolprogramma's 
naar andere computerinstallaties bevordert. 
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Er zijn veel toepassingen waarbij computerprogramma's onderling met elkaar 
communiceren Vooral is er momenteel een groeiende belangstelling voor de 
communicatie tussen processen (programma's) in een netwerk van met elkaar verbonden 
computers Er bestaan geen taaiprimitieven die het mogelijk maken om dit soort 
communicatie te beschrijven op een manier die vergelijkbaar is met de duidelijke en 
gestruktureerde invoer specificatie methode van ITM Gelukkig vertoont de 
communicatie tussen processen onderling veel overeenkomst met de communicatie tussen 
een gebruiker en een computerprogramma Het Input Tool Model is daarom redelijk 
eenvoudig te generaliseren tot een model waarmee de communicatie tussen computer 
programma's onderling alsmede de communicatie tussen computerprogramma's en 
gebruiker(s) beschreven kan worden 
In het tweede gedeelte van dit proefschrift wordt de generalisatie van ITM, het Input 
Tool Process model (ITP) beschreven In ITP kan het ene proces informatie sturen naar 
een basis—tooi van een ander proces in de vorm van een bericht Indien volgens de 
invoerspecificatie een dergelijk bericht van het sturende proces verwacht wordt, zal dit 
het aanslaan van het basis—tooi tot gevolg hebben wanneer het bericht daadwerkelijk 
aankomt Zowel het sturende als het ontvangende proces kunnen daarbij op flexibele 
wijze de mogelijke communicatiepartners specificeren Het sturende proces kan op 
diverse niveau's van nauwkeurigheid aangeven welke andere processen via welke 
basis—tools de informatie zouden mogen ontvangen Ook kan een proces dat wacht op 
informatie, per basis-tooi aangeven welke processen een dergelijk tooi mogen aanslaan 
Zowel een sturend als een ontvangend proces moet wachten totdat een geschikte 
communicatie partner is gevonden Het bepalen van een communicatie partner is een 
ondeelbare aktie zodat ITP in principe een oplossing biedt voor algemene 
synchronisa tieproblemen. 
In dit proefschrift wordt tevens een implementatie van zowel ITM als ITP 
beschreven ITM is in de programmeertaal С ingebed Elk toolprogramma bevat een 
parser die onder andere zorgt voor het analyseren en interpreteren van de invoer Een 
implementatie van ITP is verkregen door middel van een uitbreiding van de ITM 
implementatie Hierbij zorgen speciale processen, "arbiters", zowel voor het bepalen van 
de communicatiepartners als voor het oversturen van de informatie Er is een arbiter 
aanwezig op iedere computer waarop procescommunicatie plaats vindt Arbiters 
communiceren met elkaar en maken op deze wijze de communicatie tussen de processen 
mogelijk in een netwerk van computers 
In het algemeen is het input tooi model zeer geschikt om de communicatie tussen 
onafhankelijke processen te beschrijven Het model kan daarom zeer geschikt worden 
toegepast in die gebieden waar deze vorm van communicatie een belangrijke rol speelt, 
zoals in interaktieve— en procesbestunngs—systemen en bij procescommunicatie binnen 
een computer of in een netwerk van computers. 
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stellingen 
I. 
De in het "Input Tool Model" beschreven taaiprimitieven ondersteunen het schrijven van 
gebruikersvriendelijke interactieve programma's in hoge mate 
II. 
De in het "Input Tool Process" model beschreven taalpnmitieven bevorderen de overzichtelijkheid van met 
elkaar communicerende programma componenten 
III. 
In iedere algemene programmeertaal behoren i n - en uitvoerprimitieven gedefinieerd te zijn die het 
mogelijk maken om een willekeurige hoeveelheid informatie in te lezen en uit te schrijven zonder dat deze 
tussentijds in grotere hoeveelheden gebufferd wordt 
IV. 
De interactie tussen gebruiker en programma is veelal groter dan tussen gebruiker en programmeur 
V. 
Het toenemende gebruik van door micro—computers bestuurde hardware doet vrezen dat de 
"hardware-cnsis" nabij is 
VI. 
Het mechanisme van stapsgewijze verfijning dient een stap verder te worden verfijnd om declaraties en 
geldigheidsregels beter te integreren 
VII. 
Een leerbare decompositiemethode, vergelijkbaar met verfijningen voor sequentiële algonthmen, is voor 
samenwerkende niet-sequentiele algonthmen nog met gevonden 
VIII. 
De schijnbare eenvoud van de informatica bevordert het dogmatisme bij de informaticus 
IX. 
Een onderverdeling van de informatica in theoretische, technische, medische en bedrijfskundige 
informatica raakt kant nog wal 
X. 
Het zou veel mensen veel werk besparen wanneer degenen die eigenlijk niets te publiceren hebben dit ook 
met zouden doen 
XI. 
Het benoemen van alle vaste wetenschappelijk (hoofd)medewerkers tot (assistent-)hoogleraar biedt 
voordelen boven het huidige Kroondocenten-systeem. 
XII. 
Het nederlandse stelsel van belastingen, subsidies en premies vertoont symptomen die we ook tegenkomen 
in omvangrijke, veelvuldig door veel verschillende mensen "aangepaste" software. 
XIII. 
De kosten die de consument moet maken om een fout aan te tonen in aangeschafte software en/of hardware 
zouden moeten kunnen worden doorberekend aan de producent. 
XIV. 
Het streven van Buma/Stemra naar een heffing op de verkoop van lege recorder banden ter compensering 
van de dalende verkoop van grammofoonplaten verdiende meer weerklank indien deze gelden ter 
beschikking zouden komen aan de omroepen als dank voor het al jarenlang pluggen van 
grammofoonplaten. 
XV. 
Een zekere mate van onwetendheid kan innovatie ten goede komen. 
XVI. 
De huidige "Beeldende Kunstenaars Regeling" draagt niet bij tot de verkoop van beeldende kunst aan 
particulieren. 
XVII. 
Als excuus voor niet verrichte werkzaamheden wordt steeds vaker ten onrechte een niet functionerende 
computer aangevoerd, hetgeen treffend wordt geïllustreerd in de volgende strip: 
Schulz. CM, In The beagle has landed". Halt, Rioehorf and Wmston, New York, 1977 


